If Low Insurance Means Anything to You, Help the Inspector—Houlton’s Rate Depends on His Report
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FIRST WOMAN
SPECIAL MESSENGER TO

Flans for a summer school in Aroos
SPEAKER OF HOUSE
took county next summer and also for
Miss Mary W. Boulter of Houlton
a Central Maine summer school, with
has the distinction of being the first
sessions of about 10 days in each
woman to be appointed as a special
place were made at a meeting of the
messenger to the Speaker of the
board of trustees of the State Sunday
Maine House of Representatives says
school association held in Portland,
the Kennebec Journal.
Tuesday.
It is also believed that Miss Boul
In the absence of Lindley M. Binford
Monday evening the vestry was
ter is the first woman to have held a
chairman
of
the
hoard,
who
is
confin
open ■to all comers. A musical pro
similar position in the country.
ed to his home by illness. Rev. J. M.
gram was rendered and refreshments
The announcement of the appoint
Arters
presided.
Others
present
were
(Special to The TIMES)
were served.
ment
of Miss Boulter to this posi
Secretary
Frank
B.
Cummings,
Treas
Tuesday the weekly prayer meet
A n iu sta, Me., Peh. 22— So far At
tion
was
made by Speaker Barnes o f
urer
Geo.
H.
Hinckley
of
South
Port
Another chapter in the bowling
The annual meeting of the Houlton
torney General Hansford W. Shaw has ing brought out a very large number.
the House at the Wednesday morn
land,
Gilbert
H.
Mayberry
of
Portland,
i
history
of
Aroostook
was
written
The parish supper on Wednesday
a 100 per cent record to his credit.
Chamber of Commerce was held at
teams Prof. Purington of Bates college, Will Watson Hall on Thursday evening ing session and was greeted with ap
W ithin the first six weeks of his was largely attended. The vestry and Feb. 18th, when two picked
proval by the members.
j S. Coleman of Kennebunk and Thomas j a n d
induction into office he has tried his adjoining class rooms were used and from the Houlton Lodge of Elks met
. , TX , T
. „ T. „
4
, ----- was attended by one hundred
Mis Boulter, who has been sten
with the the fast Mooseleuk boys on their c lu b H. Varney ot W indham. Secretary E. ; enthusiastie members
§ n /t murder case, secured a convic the tables were loaded
ographer
for the Speaker in his
alleys
at
Presque
Isle.
!
H.
Brewester
of
the
Sta
le
Sunday
j
tion and three guilty men are now in choicest of foods. After all bills were
Houlton
law
office for some time, is
The
first
match
of
their
strings
was
j
School
association
was
also
present
|
T^e
^PPe**
was
served
by
the
ladies
the State’s
prison at Thomaston paid $112.00 was turned over to the
won by Presque Isle. Houlton took and spoke of the enthusiasm with j of the Congregational church and they an expert stenographer and accord
treasurer
to
be
used
toward
the
build
serving life sentences. It looks deci
the first string but the home team ! which Aroostook county was awaiting j uPhe,d the reputation which they have ing to Mr. Barnes a “gold mine” for
dedly as tho his next case would be ing fund.
° f being excellent cook®- any office. “ I don’t know what I
Thursday the rooms were turned came hack strong and took the next \the proposed school.
egually as certain for the confession
^ ,,
_________
1The tables were very attractive with would do without her in the office at
~
i
.
,
o f N elson Eugene Knights last Thurs over to the young people for a social two by big margins.
Cecil Stone’s 100 was high sin g le1
Bishop, who has been confln- candles and cut flowers and the home,” says the Speaker, “ and L
enjoyed
day, that it was he who killed Alfred evening which was hugely
for the Elks, while old reliable Sam B<1 to 01 e Madigan hospital during the waitresses, young ladies of the church feel that in this new position she will
Corson in the “ 8 tenement” house in by both the boys and girls games,
past 10 days from an operation for an i were very attractive with white prove of great value.”
Cluster and carted the body away in music and refreshments occupied the Webber had high average, an even ,
abcess on his head, has sufficiently j dresses and attractive headgear, with
Miss Boulter is a pleasant, attrac
90.
j
a trunk would seem to remove all the evening.
recovered so that he was able to go Mrs. Leigh Cleveland as head wait- tive young woman and in the few
Presque
Isle
had
four
men
with
Friday evening devotional services
m ystery and m ost of the fight from
home last Wednesday.
j ress.
days she has been about the Statewere held. Rev. H. C. Speed had as better than 90 averages, Gould and j
the case.
Frank
A.
Peabody,
who
has
been
After the supper had been properly House making herself familiar with
Waddell
being
tied
at
97,
Beaulieu
j
his
guests
Rev.
Thos.
Whiteside,
Rev.
The first criminal case which the
chairman of the Board of Selectmen attended to, cigars were lighted and the work she was to do, she has.
attorney general tried was that of A. M. Thompson, Rev. F. Clark Hart and West finishing with 93 2-3 and 91 ^of the town for the past two years
the business part of the meeting, made many friends who are pleased
the three young men—boys almost— ley, all of whom spoke words of con respectively. Gould tore off 128 in j and several terms previous to that, which consisted of the reports of the i to know that she is to hold this posithe
second
string
which
was
high
who in November last murdered the gratulation upon the competion of
has announced that he will not he a Secretary and Treasurer was quickly I tion of importance with the Legistar
station agent at Embden, which was the work. This service had a large , single for the day.
candidate
for election at the coming disposed of. President Peabody gave ! ture.
The Presque Isle second team j
tried at Skowhegan. The trial lasted attendance and completed the week’s j
Town meeting.
some very interesting facts of the j
i finished with a team average of
four days and resulted tm a convic activities.
work
that had been done and prais- j work which this chamber has attempt
92 11-18, which shows that the “ big
tion. T his is one of the few times
HAND & HARRINGTON
ed the work and loyalty of the Direc-1 ed.
six,’’
whom
we
have
seen
howl
here
where an attorney general has had to HOULTON BOY’S INVEN
tors in the way that they had attend
When the matter of the new finano
in Houlton several times, are not the
GIVE BANQUET TO
go and try a murder case within a
ed the meetings and done whatever ing of the Eastern Maine railroad
TION USED IN BOSTON only Mooseleukers who can howl.
very few weeks o f taking office.
STUDEBAKER OWNERS had been asked of them.
was brought up. a meeting of the
The feature match of the day, when
Lee J. Bell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
So far as the other work of the
Studebaker owners and a few invit
The report of the Treasurer showed Directors was called and met Mr.
Thos. L. Bell, who is attending the the “big leaguers” clashed for a five
attorney general’s office is concerned
Massachusetts Radio School in Bos string match, was a “ hum dinger.” ed guests enjoyed the hospitality of a substantial sum in the treasury. Taylor, the man * who was reported
Mr. Shaw takes hold of it as tho he
ton, has loaned his long distance The Elks team put up six of the snap Hand and Harrington, the up-to-date Th*1 report of the Secretary was read to be willing to put in money for the
had been on the job a life time. He
Receiving set to the school that he is piest maple splinterers of which Houl Automobile concern, last Tuesday and for the benefit of those who are building, a number of Houlton men
has long been
a familiar figure
ton can boast. They rolled a fine evening at a get together meeting, interested we are giving it herewith, were invited to meet Mr. Taylor, and
attending.
around the State House, so that it
This set has been installed for contest as evidenced by their team when after a banquet served at the as it gives in detail the work that several meetings held, and you al!
sssm s natural to all to see him going
several days and has given excellent average, 90 1-6; mighty good on a Snell House at which nearly 50 people this organization lias tried to ac know that nothing was done, but it
In and out o f the department
were present, all adjourned to the complish.
now appears that the renewal of the
results receiving messages from Ger- j strange alley.
Leonard Pierce of Portland, former many, Rome, Australia,
charter asked for at Augusta will
Hawaiian j Unfortunately, our boys mot that Studebaker Sales rooms on Main St.
Secretary's Report
ly of Houlton was at the capitol last Islands and other long distance sta- j Presque Isle bunch on their
without doubt be granted, and you
home to listen to an informal talk bv Mr. F.
Feb. 17. 1921
Friday and he and ' the
Attorney tions.
can be assured that this body will do
I alleys on one of their “evil" days. S. Edwards of Boston, Now England
To the President and members of
General held a regular old home week
all in its power to assist in the financ
The instructors in the school say j The Elks lost all five strings, three Sales Mgr. for tlm Studebaker Corp.
reunion. At the Augusta House they that this set is equal, if not superior, of them by wide margins, while the
Mr. bill wards in beginning his re the Houlton Chamber of Commerce. ing and building of this road which
say that the only thing you could hear to sets now in use by the U. S. Govern- ; second and third were quite close, marks. congratulated Hand and Harr I hereby present my annual report will mean much to Houlton and Aroos*
In the dining room at noon was the ment and is capable of bringing in j Presque Ise had a team average of ington upon thoir enterprise and tho tor the past year as your Secretary. took County.
word Houlton, interrupting Hans’ signals from the Hawaiian
Alter the annual meeting on Feb. 19
Your Secretary, after writing, receiv
Islands 96 2-5. and every man of the six excellent manner in which they wore
laugh and Leonard’s chuckle.
plain enough to he copied several averaged from 91 to 102. a pretty conducting flu* agency of this popular 1920, your directors, elected at that ed a letter some time ago from the
A s yet those who attended
last hundred feet from the instrument.
scurvy way to treat visitors, we say. car. and the towns people should be meeting met and organized as fol management of the Hardwood mill at
Thursday afternoon in the hall of the
Mr. Bell is now working on a wire- and we ought to know for the Dux concratulated that a salesroom, a lows: Frank A. Peabody, President; Harvey Siding, that in the contem
as Andrew .1 Saunders. Vice President; plated change of the location which
House of Representatives have not less telephone which he hopes to have team has often had the same disli to typical Studebaker agency such
th** corporation apprmes of was locat Arthur O. Putnam. Treas., and Chas. it is expected will be made after this
stopped talking of the closing argu completed in the near future.
swallow from the same boys.
Monthly meetings winters work is done, that they would
ment which Speaker Barnes, who had
The scores of the two match*1* are ed her*, ami in such good hands, and H. Fogg. Secty.
have
been
held
on
the first Monday communicate with us before
that
every
owner
of
a
Studebaker
car
charge of the hearing for the
pro
doing
given herewith and we believe t h e y
of
each
month
and
a number of anything as to a new locaton.
should
feel
a
persona!
interest
in
the
ponents of the Katahdin park, made. LOYAL ORANGE LODGE
are fairly correct:
special meetings have been held when
organization
8peaker Barnes said in part:
The above are a few of the things
WILL INSTALL
2nd Team
Iwards
was
a
fluent
and
innecessity
demanded.
Mr.
Ef
that this body has done during the
Mr. Chairman, and Gentlemen of
On February 28. 1921, the following
Elks
269 t*‘ 1" st i11v speaker and Im took his
The matter of inadequate Express past year, and if I was to report all of
the Committee: I would warn you this officers for 1921 Aroostook L. O. L. Millar
96 95 78
,,rv,
hearers on
* a silent journey to tlm service was taken up with the Supt. the projects talked over and discussed
at this tim e to thoughtfully and prayer No. 211 will be Installed: C. H. Vail, Stone
100 77 81
Studebak ••r factory which was estab- of tin* American Express and the at our meetings it would take more
fully consider all which has been said W. M.; Win. Anderson. D. M.; A. E. Webber
9S 84 8s
lished
in IV>2 and which has grown management of the Bangor & Aroos-! time than is at my disposal. How
to you this afternoon. I should object Ross, R. S.; Geo. Jarvis, Treas.; R. L. Nickerson
JJ i
66 84 77
small sho]) where
wagons took railway, and while we did not ever, the citizens of Houlton can rest
.nfrom
a
to your accepting too seriously the Huggard, chaplain; Jas. Watson. F. Grant
92 74 79
It to a concern that is recog succeed in securing an Express car j assured that we have a Chamber of
buil
statem ents which have been made to C.; T. W. Huggard, D. C.; A. L. Doak, Chapman
97 86 72
nizee tm* world over for its high grade direct to Aroostook County from Bos- 1Commerce that is active and while
you by the one man who says that he I. T.; J. M. Adams, O. T.
cars
ton. we did get an improvement in the we have not accomplished anything
represents the people, when he was
Following the installation t h e
1524
549 r,i>o 4 :
12,u*iii to Phono people are employed service.
startling, we have an organized body
selected or elected, at a star chamber Orange degree will be worked, after
Team Av.. 84 12-18.
and as he described the conditions
ready
to act on any proposition that
session, participated in by ten or a which refreshments will be served.
Th** question of improved hotel ac
Mooseleuk
under which they worked it seemed
may
at
any time come up, whereas
dosen men. Against this man, Gentle
All members are requested to at Gould
commodations
was
talked
over
at
78 1 2 s 85
291
to his hearers that nothing had been
1
without
this
body if any proposition
men of the commitee, I would present tend.
many
of
the
meetings
and
correspon
281
98
9
0
93
Beaulieu
left undone to insure tin* comfort and
M rs. Thompson, who comes before you
dence was taken up with a company should come up, it would be necessary
273
100 9 7 86
West
good will of the large army of workers
and speaks for the women of Maine.
in New York who make a business of for some one to get together men
93 1 0 0 98
291
Waddell
BASKET BALL
who are turning out a finished car
planning hotels, as to the probable interested and by the time this was
And against the argument that we
259
7i» 91 95
The Houlton High School boys Goulderson
every six minutes, and which in the
si
cost
of a building suitable for our done and an organization formed
need this money for the doctors, I were defeated at the auditorium on Hedrick
85 96
262
very near future will he lowered to a
needs,
and this concern after giving too much time would be taken up and
hold up to you the old lady who sipped Friday evening by Mars Hill,
the
car every two minutes.
us information requested, put 11 s in j action could not be had as readily as
ire;;
tea each afternoon at four o’clock, score 18-13.
523 591
Mr. Edwards described briefly the
touch with a concern in Pittsburg, Pa., with an organized body as we are.
because the doctors told her she need
Team Av. 92 11-18.
The girls of the two schools also
new factory at Detroit which
had
It would be surprising if you could
whose business is to finance hotel
ed exercise, and
beside her the played and resulted in a score of 17
1st Team
recently been built and many of th*1
see
the number of letters that come
propositions. They promised, if condi
healthy, bright-eyed, bright cheeked to 12 in favor fo the High School.
Elks
machinery
almost human pieces o
to
your
secretary requesting informa
girls of Maine, who tramp our woods
tions
warranted,
to
send
a
representa
435
Ni 89 98 ,s7 74
The girls also met the girls town Her ry
which had 1o•*■11 instal ed. and he
tion on different subjects and the
!m
and canoe on our rivers and lakes; team and defeated them
tive
Imre
to
help
us
finance
the
prop
Anderson
4
46
82
86
104
M
l
15-11 on
square-deal
which, type of womanhood, Gentle- 1Tuesday.
so 91 82 i "2 x8 4 13 dwelt at length upon th
osition. to furnish
an
experienced amount of matter that comes from
MePartland
in trying to
policy
of
the
corporation
1
nil
hotel
man
who
would
put
in one fifth all over the United States from dif
men, do you prefer.
Dunphy
5"5
1":;
1
"7
92
The Ricker hoys’ basket ball team
uitislicd ciistoin*ts ■•very where,
m;il
x
S
of the amount necessary to build and ferent Chambers relating to the work
94 92 98
4 19
I say to the gentleman from Ban- went on an up-country trip last week, Willey
that if car user would only
M
,
-a
ul
77
si;
93 87
' equip a building and would conduct it that is being done.
■' 1
127
gor, (James G Gulnac, had urged that Thursday evening they played the M c l n t vi-.m •* l tin ■ir an* nt s In If w ay wit h plain on a salary with the expectation of
With the increase of the
annual
if the State had this money to spend high school team at Mars Hill and
a car t r o t i h l e
-t ;■!*■!' ■lit:
Inn
dues
at
the
last
regular
meeting
we
getting
his
return
for
tlm
money
in.1
for this State park it would better won by a score of 16 to 8. Friday
i”, lit a k
* I r o u hi
vr-ti’d in .1 percentage, the same as now have on hand, as you will see by
T e a m A\
use it to carry out the health program evening they played the high school
us tm o r
if1:' a :
•In’ rest nf the stockholders.
A rec- the Treasurer’s report, some mom".’
Mo' selcuk
which had been laid down by the team at Fort Fairfield. Tin* final
Ei
‘
wa
nh
\
!
r
\M
.-|
!12 1
!’i’Si"it;ii ivc ef tlm Pittsburg concern for immediate use should occasion
(c'l
State Department of Public Health score of this game was 27 to 2" in W o o d
-I'l •,
•rs wi t h a
i:im..
to town on his way to Panada require, and every member of this
x
8
sT
Thompson
and the State Chamber of Commerce favor of Fort Fairfield.
.. ;’ e \<’ ra 1 I'l 1.1
'units *
)xx
:
1
:.<I
in
company with your President body should feel as though it was a
1
*
>
*
;
Ins
Olson
x9
!)
I
and
Industrial
and , Agricultural
1n n i ta lih ;;nd Secretary went to see the then privelege to give the small sum of
an
tions ;
79
156
'*7
11unt v
League) forget New York and New
CHURCH NOTICE
1:1.11 11<■1
owner of the Snell House and see if three dollars a year to be used for
119 ss 1 117 87 111
1laves
Foundland, and remember that you
Christian Science Church.
■Yen 1nr w a s <” 110 v* *. 11\ t h o s e
The
publicity
lm wo.’ Id he willing to cooperate with the developement of what
I'll 1"9 92 1H; 89
( rponni'll
are In Maine. If those guides over in
and all t*...! indchte 1! to 11a ml
Military and High Sts.
rr*-.-mt
and
propaganda
is
being
used
to put
us.
turninu
in
that
property
for
a
New Foundand have been debauched
Sunday morning serv id- at 11 ,
a nd He rrington u ho prm *m1 t o In- t h e
stated imount and taking part of the Houlton on the map.
571 562 587 'i;m; 566
by the sports and tourists who visit
! s92
i - ’St ol host s.
o'clock.
Respectfully submitted
price in stork, hut nothing could be
Team Av.. 96 12-2".
the Island, will come to Maine and
Subject for Feb. 27: Christ Jesus.
done at that time as lie had negotia
place themselves under the protec
Splinters from the Elks-M ooseleuk
Following these a committee was
Sunday School at 12.15 p. m.
tions on at time with other parties
OF INTEREST TO
tion of the Volstead act (laughter) I
1
C
rash
appointed to bring in a list of Direct
Wednesday evening Testimonial
will guarantee that they will again
Poor Wclli*. Dunphy was away off
HOULTON PEOPLE and we realized that it would not be ors for the ensuing year. This com
good judgment to attempt to build
become good citizens and good hard meeting at 7.30.
'form at Presque Isle. Only 5"5 or an
Rev. ('. T. ( ’lark' preached hi-- fare and operate two hotels, such as were mittee reported (he following men as
working men.
1—- —
=
average of 1"1 for live games shows
members: Frank A. Peabody, Andrew
It is not necessary Gentemen for me i so venture upon these lands you would that "all is not well with Wellie." He well sermon on Sunday last to the needed, in a town the size of Houlton. J. Saunders. Jason Hassel, A. G.
churches on the Pokiok-Soufhamptoii
The idea of the Hockenbury System
to tell you that the guides of Maine quickly be kicked off.
is probably in the
same
nautical
Next Sunday he will begin i is to scud a representative to the ', Munro. Fred E. Hall. Frank P Clark.
are good citizens; that they are law
Don’t talk with these hired men of vessel as “ye scribe," worrying about held.
T. V. Holdaway. Fred L. Putnam. S.
abiding, good working men. You the land owners, said Mr. Barnes, *what bonds or securities to sacrifice his now work at Fairville, where the town or city desiring a hotel, look 1
L. Purington.
church is looking forward cxpeelant1 over tin1 situation, talk with the busi
know that they are.
1They have got to earn their money. ; in order to pay his income tax.
Following the business President
ly to his coining.
Rev. Mr. (’ lark’s ness men and make bis report to the
1 am proud today to present myself j A man can’t get $500. for coming
Harry O’Donnell seems to take a
Peabody
introduced
Geo.
E.
Me
as s specimen of what Maine guides j down here to the legislature and very friendly interest in the candle- removal is deeply regretted on the bead office, if tlie facts show to them
Elwaine of Boston as the speaker of
circuit.
Fredericton
Gleaner.
that it is a good business proposition
rpn do and do do, for my earliest j shooting off his mouth without being pin game. 102 average is an object
the evening, as a former resident of
they go ahead and send their repre
wealth was acquired as a whiskey ; a member of the legislature (laughter) lesson in clean living. They say he
Houlton, a man who had made good
sentative to the town and push the ;
bating guide o f the Maine woods.
STalk with the landowners themselves. is the only sober man in Presque Isle
H. H. S. BOYS AT BOWDOIN
in the business world, having been
Has the gentleman from Bangor
I tell you Mr. Chairman and mem- during the Northern Me. Fair week.
The following boys from llonlton matter. The representative who visit connected for the past five years with
U 7 babies? It be has I will venture bers of the committee, that if you’ll
Panamas removed to old Frank High who acc epted the invitation from ed us went away very much pleased |Babson’s Statistical organization. He
to aay that they are sleeping in a put just enough timberland into this Hayes. 512 pins and he’s only been Bowdoin to spend the week-end with with the prospects of a hotel here, 1took as his subject, “ The Real Causes
cradle out on the piazza that they may park to make it a game refuge you back from that Calais trip about a them, returned Monday and report a understanding the conditions as exist- j
of Prosperity and Depression,” and
constitutional. week. What a constitution he must most interesting and instructive visit, ed and was told that if anything j
ba healthy and grow up to be good, will make the bill
was listened to with close attention
are not have! !
developed we would notify him. A few j
strong, healthy man and women of Don’t worry because you
The following were in the party:
throuhout his address. There were
lawyers, gentlemen, you are men of
weeks ago we received a letter in
M aine (applause)
-------------------, Edward
Grant,
Earle
Starkey,
so many fine things in his address
quiring
as to developements, which I
M r Barnet then discussed the rights good common sence. Take your time
The home of Donald Pryor on the Wilder Carr, Phil Tingley, Lawrence
that we publish herewith what he
was answered that there was no need
e f the people to go upon the lands and if the opponents and proponents Seeley Road was the sceneof a Burleigh, Geo. Pennington, Joe Gorsaid in part.
at the present time of additional ac
whlhh were desired for this
park of this bill cannot get together, that pleasant gathering Monday evening,! ham, Frank Lincoln.
Business in U. S. is a matter o f
commodations, as the present condi
under the present laws It could be you report out a bill; and while my when about 20 of his friends met at;
------------—
Ups and Downs. It is similar to the
done only for the purpose of reach reputation as a lawyer is not very his home in honor of his birthday, j
J. C. Rose left Monday evening to tion was very satisfactory and the swinging of a pendulum, for like a
in g a hunting or fishing ground and if great, I will stake it, such as it is, you The evening was pleasantly
spent, j resume his duties on the road He matter was dropped. The sketch and pendulum swinging in it’s arc so far
« e cam e from outaido of Maine only will find that the court will hold it Refreshments were served and all had ' was accompanied by his wife who will drawings as displayed here will give
you an idea of at least one part of the
!■ company with a guide If you did to be constitutional.
a good time.
i visit her sister in Portland.
(Continued on page 4)
The week just passed has been a
busy one for members of the First
Baptist church, every evening being
taken up with some program, and the
various committees feel that the towns
people responded in a very neighborly j

hteresting Doings of Boulton
People—Atty. Gen. Shaw Z
Sees Work Ahead
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MOOSELEUKS

.. "Houlton Team Goes to Presque Isle and Makes
Good Showing

Fine Address by Geo. E. McElwaine on Causes of Pros
perity or Depression
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THE HOMETOWN ORGANIZATION \ . . o l d and heartless piace without J n 1919 ^
export
TIMES
Established April 13, I860
ALU THE HOME NEWS
Houlton has had a great dea, of with a vaiue of about *84,000,000.
Published every W ednesday morning L e b e d l i e reiigious needs and don
^ i T n d T h e T a l T l T h i fsomething to promote moral stand- by the w om ans tmu. Ito
by the Times Publishing Co.

HOULTON

and were passed on to others, and im
proved, and put into execution for our BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
1common good.
TIME TABLE
Corrected to Jan. 12, 1921
I Everywhere we look, everything we
Trains Daily Except Sunday
a X after he has met the longing for have read and thought and studied ments almost quadrup ed. The aver- j see, is the result of someone’s idea,
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
ards, alter n e n a
.
t books of wisdom. They age ton price ot export bitummons in Jfor developing ideas has made this
From HOULTON
Subscription in U. S. $1.6C per year around&to "see how the community of have done much to lead this commun- 1919 was *4.60, in 1920 *8.85. That j town what it is. But we have not 8.40 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
Limestone and Van Buren.
In advance; in Canada |2.00 in advance which h i is a part can be developed. ; ity into conformity with noble .deals, ,s. the operators were sel mg tw.ee ) reached the limit—in fact, we have
9.13 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
1only scratched the surface.
Single copies five cents
The fl-at attempts in such directions At the same time they have taken as much coal abroad and getting nearBoston.
Every normal brain in our midst 11.30
a. m.— For Ashland, Fort Kent, St.
Advertising rates based upon guaran were frequently called improvement hold of all practical causes with tire- ly twice lust .'our s price for it.
X ie t l e s and they worked for more leas hands and enthusiastic hearts and
To Italy ... 1919 the operators contains some idea that would be of
Francis, also Washburn, Pres
teed paid in advance circulation
; benefit to the community if it were
que Isle, Van Buren via Squa
neaUiessi
beauty
and
for
public
imare
receiving
the
support
of
the
comsent
l.O
O
O
.O
O
O
tons,
in
1920
2.400,000.
----------------------- --------------- — ------ i piuvemems. 1 iiey nave uccumpusnea
Pan and Mapleton.
Theyinhave
accomplished
To Franco in 1919 the shipments wore 1only given the light of publicity.
Cotered
the Poet Offlce at Houlton provements.
wonder(ul reault8
beautifying
towns munity.
! 1.02 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield and Caribou
What is yours?
too small in amount tor separate
(or circulation at second-class
Limestone.
and providing conveniences.
CANADA'S SOLDIER FARMERS
Possibly it has been revolving 1.42 p. m.— For Greenville, Bangor, Port
classification, seemingly; last year
postal rates.
Then people began to realize that
The Canadian government appears , France
rittInT took
tuuK more
tons around under you hat for years wait
land and Boston.
more man
than .:;,(>()o,0(M
‘!,(!00,0(i(it tons
All Subscription* are DISCONTIN- they could greatly hasten the business to he making a success of its plan ; from the United States. Sweden has ing for an opportunity to break out, 6.26 p. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Boston Buffet Sleeping Car
progress
community, hu
by fr.r.mir.0forming for
nroeress of a mmmun)tv
fm- the
the settling
aott," ' !' ofot former
<nrmor soldiers
aroaicivc
separate column for 1919, but in and expand, and produce something
UED at expiration
Caribou to Boston,
organizations of the Chamber of Com- on the land.
For men who like
worth while.
8.03 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
1920 obtained much more than 2,000,THE SMITH TOWNER BILL
merce type. They would take a dead farming it is an ideal arrangement,
Why cage it up longer?
('00 tons. The story of the Nether
town where business men would nev- plaeing them in a position of indeDue HOULTON
This is your home. Our people are
In view of the fact that itis hoped er pu|j togetber antj would unite all pendence on tin* easiest possible lands and Switzerland is very similar. your people, and you are ours, and 8.31 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
to bring the Smith-Towner bill to a ^bese jarring units in some common terms, and for the country it is no Canada, of course, has always been that which benefits one will benefit
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
to Caribou.
vote if possible before the expiration effort
once obstacles began to less advantageous, building up an a huge buyer, but the amount shipped all.
9.09 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou
o f the present terra of Congress, it will (jjgappea,. and results were achiov- industrious and stable community on north gained only 40 per cent. Last
Make it public. Others may be able
and Fort Fairfield.
doubtless be desirable to present a
whose intelligence and good sense the year also much larger amounts than
to add a finishing touch here, and 12.54 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
heretofore
went
to
Cuba,
the
West
brief analysis of the bill that its prorea80ns for organizing the town dominion can depend. Men who have
gor and Greenville.
another there, until it is dressed up
1.37 p. m.—From Limestone, Caribou and
visions may be reasonably understood j>or c jVjc progress are just as strong, a stake in the land can he trusted., Indies and South America.
into
a
monument
of
community
enter
Fort Fairfield.
Now England “ knew it all the
by the public. There is no question aa j>or organizing for government. If They are there to stay, starting with
prise and progressive ness.
3.10 p. m.—From St. Frances, Ft. Kent,
time."
hut
now
lias
the
figures.
Most
that the bill is of great importance. t]jere wag no local government, if the state loans, and year h.v year reducalso Van Buren, Washburn.
Given time and nourishment, the
It has been prepared in a large c jtjzens had to get their children ing the amount due until all is paid of this coal was shipped also from a
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
tiniest of roots will grow into giant
great
terminal
down
at
Norfolk
which
6.21 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone,
measure in co-operation with the lead- e<jucatef| by private tutors, and had to and tlie farmer really owns his farm. I
trees.
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
ing and most able educators in the bjre private guards to defend properUnder the soldier settlement act was built especially for the supply of
It may he so with that idea you are 7.59 p. m.—From Boston. Portland and
bituminous
coal
to
New
England
con
Country, and has been endorsed by jy an(j protect it against fire, life r>9,<)00 men of the dominion's warBangor.
secreting in your brain.
sumers.
practically all the educators of the WOuld revert back three centuries.
time army have applied for land.
Let it out. Others are waiting to Time tables giving complete information
Nation. Indeed, it has been endorsed
Similarly, if you try to run a modern 42,000 of the applicants have been
hear
it, and we are waiting to give it may be abtained at ticket offices.
WHAT’S YOUR IDEA ?
by more people than perhaps any town without some civic organizations approved, 20,(too have already worked
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
publicity.
Everyone has an idea of some kind
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine
pther measure that was ever presentunjfy jts business forces, to work their farms for two seasons, and the
ed for the consideration of Congress, unitedly for progressive measures, you soldier settlement hoard has advanced or other which lie simply can't lose
Practically all the women s organiza- are helpless to gain advances as was more than $80,000,000 in loans. It is that is. if he has a mind capable ot
tiona, numerous chambers of com- the unorganized community of med officially reported that many of the formulating one.
merce and agricultural organilations, ieva| (jav8
It is usually a fixed idea, and it
new farmers on the western prairies
trade federations, patriotic o r g a n i z a - ____________
comes to him in his business hours,
have paid for their farms with a
tiona and various other interests have
WOMEN'S CLUBS
iti iiis moments of relaxation, in his
single crop, and that most of the loans
dreams, and sometimes it will intrude
added their approval of the measure.
There used to be a hoary old joke
are being rapidly repaid, though the
The need for consideration by our wrth infinite variations, about the time allowed for repayment is 25 itself into his Sunday worship.
Kven the most sublime flights of
National Legislature of the interests days when Mother was attending the years. Canada is the richer by more
of education are well shown by pre- Mothers’ Club, while the children were than :i.000,000 acres of cultivated land, oratory from the lips of the minister
can't keep that idea in subjection.
vailing conditions throughout the at home running wild.
estimated to make an annual addi
Why'/
The first women clubs met with a tion of 50,000,000 bushels to the sup
Country. It appears that 25 per cent
Because the human mind is always
of our soldiers in the World War could torrent of criticism, as an escape by ply of wheat.
groping it: search of an opportunity
not read a newspaper intelligently. women out of their proper sphere.
Our northern neighbor has cause
More than 5,000,000 boys and girls in But as early as 20 years ago, the for satisfaction. Though sin* never for improvement.
The hen could deposit her egg on
America have no free school advan woman's club movement was becom can forget how heavy was the loss
tages or are taught by untrained ing a notable influence. Its first of her sons in the war, she sees the the ground if she would. But she
teachers. Our public school teachers tendencies were a'ong the line of survivors spreading themselves over doesn't. She must have a better
place, and if men does not provide
•re notoriously underpaid, and under literary study. Women who were the
v i vast
.
expanses of Manitoba, Al
her with a nest she goes out and
present conditions H is practically 1m- Netted by the drudgery and routine })orta
and Saskatchewan, turning
possible to secure competent teachers. of housework, longed for broader them into places of plenty, giving makes one for herself. Often slo*
doesn’t like the nest that man pro
The Nation ranks ninth only in the visions. They had lectures and read- juv an jm.reaS(, (,f strength that will
vides
for her. Then she hunts until
general level of education. With more in8® and went through Browning and jast whether there be war or peace,
she find one to her liking.
than a century of exclusive State con- Tennyson and Ruskin, and other
and inviting a great growth of pop
It is hot* domii lant idea. ;imd she
trol, present conditions are assuredly great masters of thought,
ulation for recruitment on her west can't lose it.
deplorable.
| Tills
I10t teach them to cook any ward march.
Man is the sanuc
The^e and many other related facts more efficiently, but It gave a nobler
He may havo myri; ids <iif ideas
have promoted the introduction of the conception of life. It inspired a fine
WHERE OUR COAL GOES
flitting in and on t of hi s hr; tin. hut
measure. The bill provides a Depart- strain of idealism, and developed a
"Q u ic k
Coal operators last year said em
is always one w hid 1 overment of Education, on an equal basis great number of women who were phatically that only a very small there 1
shadow s a!! other,s.
in the President’s cabinet with
j impatient of social frivolities and the part of the coal produced in
m the
Some times fortuno is kind in him
other cabinet Departments. There is , ma^ grab for money. A multitude United States is sent abroad; again
and ho is aldi' to 1
realize on hi;■? id‘*a
ample Justification for it. W e have a ! of " ’omen who had fed their souls on and again they declared that
New
Department of Agriculture designed to , ^ ese great masters ot inspiration, England's fuel emergency was not to <a pitffilizo it to tile Inmefit of himlook after the interests of the agricul-; trained up a generation of young men due to liny special effort to sell soil' am i mankind.
Capitializiny ide; is has made Anieriturn! population. We have a D epart-[w^° C0UM fi£ht with self sacrificing bituminous coal to foreign buyers.
a
a grr •at country . and it s lull; iliitant.s
ment of Labor, and other Departments devotion for the democratic ideal,
Now comes the official figures for
for other important interests. Why
Today the womens organizations 192" from the department of corn- 1 poopli0 noted th rouuhoi it tin • world
then should we not have a National have gone on to somewhat different meri t' to prove ineont revert inly that or find r progress iveness
Idoas have don much for our own
Department of Education, to co-oper- objectives. They are going more in- the coal men made remarkable el
town,
arid for its ample, and for out
Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
ate with and assist the States in th e ir '* 0 Prac*wal subjects, are looking into forts to rush their coal out of the
count r\ side.
efforts to promote the educational in - ; the be8t wa>’s to run a hom e- are con- country at high prices." Tin* figures
B a ttle C reek, M ichigan .
[’crimps* some of those ideas wort
terests o f heir State and communi- sidering civic problems,
political tell the story so plainly that only a
ties? In a republic like ours, every- interests, they help conduct hospitals glance is required to see tin- war developed in your own fertib

Health

in your meal-time bev
erage w hen y o u use

InstantPostum
Its p lea sin g fla v o r re
sem bles that o f coffee, but
it con tain s none o f c o f
fe e 's harm ful elem en ts

Made in the cup
as a wink!’ by the addition
o f hot water, strong or mild
to suit individual taste,'— -

InstantPostum is the Ideal Drink
For a ll th e Fam ily.

thing depends upon the intelligence of and churches and provide nursing for j rant for the language here quoted
the masses!
1 the poor, and they keep alive the! from
Washington dispatch.
For
The bill also authorizes Congress to charities. The community would he; instance:
appropriate $100,000,000 for education.
$7,500,000 is to be used for the remov
Dull, listless eyes indicate ill
al of illiteracy; $7,500,000 for Ameri
health with a consequent low
canisation; $50,000,000 for equalizing
state o f vitality.
Give the
sducational opportunities; $20,000,000
sick one renewed hope of
for physical education, including
speedy recovery and the eyes
health education and sanitation; $15,will sparkle in anticipation.
000,000 for the preparation of teach
Many, many people in. this
good old state have been saved from
ers.
serious illness by the timely ii.r:- of
The principal objection to the bill
“ L. F.** Atwood’s Medicine. Many
that has appeared is that it will cen
have been relieved o f distressing- at
tralize under Federal authority the
tacks of indigestion, nausea, bill
educational powers now committed to
ness, diarrhoea, and feverish colds
the States. It is expressly and spedby earefuly following directions on
flcally provided in the bill that ‘‘all
the label. Many testimonials of re
the educational facilities encouraged
markable cures are on file at the office
of the “ L. F .” Medicine Co., in Port
hy the provisions of the act and a c - '
land.
The
remedy is guaranteed to satisfy.
cepted by a State shall be organized,"
Buy today and safeguard the family liealthu
supervised and administered exclusi-,
Have bright eyes only in your home.
vely by the legally constituted State ! and local educational authorities of |
the State.” There is no power in the
Federal Constitution to assume ex
plosive control of educational interest.,
T h ere Is no such power inthe case of
the Department of Agriculture or the
Department of Labor. The fear is
also expressed that to adopt the Sm ith-;
Tow ner bill will take the educational
interests into partisan politics, plac
ing the school systems under a n f
autocratic Federal Department, in
:
control of a Secretary of Education.
So far from the intention of it s
1
sponsors is this theory that Judge
Towner has stated that "if anyone
believes that the bill proposes a
centralization of power or seeks to
prescribe a Federal standard, instead ,
of leaving such regulation to the
State, he will be very glad to offer an
amendment which will satisfy the j
Country upon this point”
The creation of the Department of
Agriculture at the time of its origin
in 1862, met with very similar argu
ments as the Smith-Towner bill.
There were members of Congress who
felt that the Federal Government was
exceeding its authority in seeking to
establish such a Department. They
pointed out that the power to regulate
agriculture was not conferred upon
Congress, and was therefore reserved
exclusively to the States and to the
people. It was pointed out, however,
that while Congress had no power to
control agriculture, the establishment
o f such a department was for the pro
motion o f agriculture and for the pub
lic welfare in co-operation with the
State.
In keeping with a similar purpose,
W
A C H I E V E M E N T IN C R A C K E R
BAKING
therefore, it is sought to create a De- j
Free from sweetness o f some crackers. N o sugar used. Wholesome.
partment o f Education, of which i t ’
Nutritious. Really you better taste these crispy golden brow n crackers.
Order today.
w as written in the “ Ordinances of !
1787** that “ schools and the means of i
Dealers supplied by wholesale grocers at
education shall forever be encourag
Presque Isle, Bangor or, Portland, Me.
(320)
F. L. Jones Co.,
Cracker Baker* /00 years. — Bangor, Me.
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: way up there in Israelitish Maine invokes it and how it is invoked. Therefore, she is not going to be in a Briand is forced into the position of
deeply impressed me, and particularly Business men? Why some of them hurry to promise us annuities, to ac making concessions to gain the agree
are the fiercest sentimentalists in the cept a tax on her exports and to ment of the Germans his position will
-----the text beneath the picture: ‘And
world. Mr. Staples, the nature lovers agree to contract no loans not author become difficult. The Journal Des
bill would fail of passage at this they let him go - let him go as a and Great Spiritworshippers and boy- ized by the commission on repara Debats says:
8om e New England congressmen
session of Congress because It would |s<!aJ)esoat into the Wilderness.’ ” And and-girl-hearted people of Maine, and tions.”
“ The members of Briand’s cabinet
feeling that their part of the country not be taken up in the Senate before ;
so Mr, Staples goes as a Scapegoat the Appalaehains, have set the ball
Herbette then says there is no use j will be wise if, instead of congratla taxed out of proportion to the March 4. When Congressman Ash- 1
even into the Appalachian company. rolling in the right direction. The discussing what Germany ought to do ! ulating one another on the accord of
benefits received was reflected by well of Louisiana said his state is one
mountain will he the people’s. Bos for her own good, hut thut the allies I Jan. 29, it uses the time between now
which would fail to get any benefits ; ^ on cither have a call to climb ton Transcript.
their vote on the Sells bill, just passed
must face what Germany will do, and I and the London conference to prepare
unless the act is passed this year, i mountains or you have not. About
adds:
by the House, to authorize an ap Congressman Walsh said:
j a satisfactory application of a medj Katahdin, tor instance, Mr. Staples
propriation of $100,000,000 to be ex
j iocre arrangement. If the Germans
“
Tliis
Paris
accord
may
completely
FRENCH NOT SURE NOW
“ Yes, Louisiana is one, and probab- i saVs that “ where Maine people don t
pended by the federal government in ly Texas is another, probably Georgia \8eo
protest against the extension of 20 to
change
in
aspect
according
to
what
mountain they don t think ot
French public opinion is beginning
co-operation with the states in road is another and perhaps Florida a n -!
42 years the allies must be ready to
Berlin
does.”
an(*
they do see it they don t to awaken to the fact that the repara
collect otherwise the last 12 annuithink much of it. TIic poets and the
building.
ff
Germany
accepts,
all
will
be
set
tion plan drawn up hv the premiers
Although the bill would make more other.”
>ties.”
altruists adore it. The goats climb
in Baris may not. hi1 all that it pro tled: if Germany refuses, then the al
“
If
we
appropriate
$100,000,000
than $4,000,000 available for the New
i it. The rest of Maine has heard tell
L’Information, the leading financial
lies must fall back on the sanctions
England states in addition to about $4- under this bill,” said Congressman of it. And the settled industries re mises. In its enthusiastic reception under the treaty.
j newspaper of Paris, says it is an error
of the accord, the French press for
Treadway,
“
it
means
that
much
more
600,000 which will represent a balance
sent anyone interfering in its rest in
Newspapers recently p u b 1 i s h e d to regard the problem of reparations
several days seemed absolutely stone
available April 1, 19$1, 25 of the 28 appropriations in the state, and it the bosom of the capitalists. When 1
prominently a statement from the Ber j as settled. What the premiers did
New England House members who means that a form of tax-exempt came away from Katahdin last August ; blind to the basic character of the
was to evolve a theory of settlement,
voted on the measure voted against securities would be offered to the 1 had to wait a half hour at Sherman. j scheme, namely, that it required the lin government that the deficit of 1920 I rather than a settlement itself, it says.
|
assent
of
Germany.
is
79.000.(100
marks
and
argue
that
the
it, the exceptions being Congressmen people of the country. The municipal The station agent was puttering
! The editor finds a great weakness in
W hite, Peters and Hersey of Maine, security being tax-exempt is trouble : around and eager to chat. ‘ How fin 1 Editors greeled the agreement as pockets of the German government are |having to wait 42 years for final set
where agitation for more and better some enough now, and it permits the is it to thp mountain?' be asked 1 |thf* long awaited settlement, of the empty, while the pockets of German tlement. It means that for 42 years
roads is strongly pushed by farmers’ tax-dodger to invest his large income. told him. ‘Is there a wagon road to i indemnity problem. It is nothing of business men are full. This, they say. France must remain in a position to
is because Berlin wishes to balk the
organisations and where federal aid It seems to me that feature alone j the top?’ asked he. ‘There is SOT.' |the, sort, as emphasized in these discrush Germany if she means to be
collection
of the indemnity.
ought to prevent the passage of the
said 1. sadly.
‘Is there a trail?' ! patches, and the very wind of furore
la sought.
Briand went before the French cab paid. He sees only two guarantees
The vote on the bill was 278 in bill at this time."
‘Then1 is.’ ‘Kin you ride it?’ ‘ Von j and protest it has caused to blow
inet, presided over by President Mill- that Germany will pay; one is force
The following table shown how the
favor and 58 opposed.
cannot,’ said I. He turned thought j from across the Rhine is causing
erand and reported on last week’s and the other is getting reparation
Congressmen Walsh and Treadway New England roads stand with res fully away and later returned to say ! realization of the fact that if Germany
eonfermce. 'The cabinet expressed its bonds floated all over the world.
pect
to
federal
road
funds
available
o f Massachusetts spoke against the
slowly, ‘I was born in this town and j will not sign the proposed agreement
“ The tc.sk of our statesmen and
satisfaction and President Millerand
and their apportionment under the
hev always lived here, but I ain’t had Jthen the allies have got to start all
bill.
financiers
is far from being accom
commended
M.
Briand.
M.
Bonnevay,
Sells
bill:
j over, for tin1 42-year plan has no ofliAlsh predicted the
no cull to climb that mountain!”
cial justification in the
treaty
of representative of the Bloc national, plished. We might as well see things
Amt. Fed. Aid
Mr. Staple’s talk to the Appala
|Versailles, which gives Germany 30 also said he was satisfied. This means as they are. We have made a step,
Fed. Aid Under
Available
chians developed into an account of
|years to pay for the damage she did. that when the premier goes before the that is all. French opinion errs in tak
Contract Since
for Contract
and a plea for the Katahdin State1
j Le Temps, the editor of which is M. chamber he will receive a vote of ing too much for granted.”
Dec 31, 1920
Dec. 31, 192U
park a reservation of Mt. Katahdin
States
It is to be remarked that the franc
Herbette, a personal friend of Premier confidence in all probability commis
None
$ 864,901.70
for the people, forever, for which pur
Connecticut
sioning him to go to London to meet showed weakness today, the pound
:
Briand,
issues
a
warning
against
over
None
1,160, 86.57
pose the people who know about
Maine
the Germans. It is recognized that sterling advancing nearly two points
optimism.
$121,416.20
2,210,243.09
nature and beauty and health are go
Massachusetts
he
is the best man for that task in and dollars advancing from 13.92 yes
German Elections
None
233,261.99
ing to get a $100,000 appropriation
New Hampshire
view
of all circumstances. But if terday to 14.52 today.
“ What is the accord signed Jan. 29
100,000.00
191,085.13
through the Maine Legislature this
Rhode Island
h
.v
tin1
allies?
it
asks.
It
is
a
project
None
743,181.73
winter. “ You,” said Mr. Staples to
Vermont
of an agreement to he concluded with
Mileage
Amt. Fed Aid
Fed. Aid Which
the Appalachians, “ would not sot a
Germany.
The four principal credi
at
for New
Will Be Under
hundred thousand dollars against this
tors
have
accepted
the project. It re
$20,000
Contracts
Contract by
project. You would not put $50,000 a
mains to be seen if the debtor will ac
a
mile
April
1,
1921
April 1, 1921
mile into boulevards for limousines
States
cept it.
43
$864,901. 0
None
and decline to spend $100,000 for the
Connecticut
"Germany, the debtor, has his eye
58
1,160,686.57
None
In 1ft10 Dr. Johnson found the demand for his services so
saving of Katahdin’s loneliness and
Maine
fixed
on two approaching events; on
11
224,761.99
8,500.00
widespread that ho invented his famous household liniment
grandeur against all time and all
New Hampshire
Fob. 2o, general elections will take
96
1,932,466.79
$156,360.00
for INTERNAL and EXTERNAL treatment. TODAY,
change. You would not vote millions
Massachusetts
place
in Prussia to renew the ChatnNone
All
contracted
91,085.13
after
100 years of continuous use it has a nation-wide
to
a
pier
at
some
harbor
and
decline
Rhode Island
ber of Deputies. All parties are anxi
12
243,181.73
500,000.00
record
of splendid results....................
to
vote
$100,000
for
the
sanctuary
of
Vermont
ous.
Two parties of the Right, evi
Federal Aid
Date When All
the swiftly departing moose and deer.”
dently intend to seek popularity by
Apportionment
Fed. Aid Funds
But he admits that it is an awful
a
furious campaign against the repar
Under
Will Be Absorbed
handicap against a plan to have senti
ation
plan. Not wishing to lose their
Sells
Bill
by Contracts
ment on its side. ” 1 run up against
States
clientele, the other parties are also
$613,349.43
July 1. 1922
hard-headed business men and they
Connecticut
for coughs, colds, sore throats, cramps, chills, sprains,
yelling at the top of their voices.
960,230.16
June
30,
1921
just pity me. When we talked with
Maine
strains
and many other aches and i l l s , — grippe and
“On
March
4,
President
Harding
and
1,472,788.83
Oct. 1, 1921
the owner of the top of Katahdin the
Massachusetts
influenza.
his
new
government
will
take
up
414,838.93
Oct. 1, 1921
other day he smiled leniently toward
New Hampshire
power at Washington. Germany sup
233,256.87
Already
Absorbed
us and said: ‘Boys, scenery comes
Rhode Island
poses that the United States is going
450,077.09
Oct. 1, 1921
high.’ That is our job to make our
Vermont
to offer her a separate peace right
neighbors believe that the soul
is
She hopes
that
American
markings are all over the lot. “ Your worth feeding, clothing and educating, away.
hanks will open large credits for her.
trails,” he says to the club, “ have as well as the body. You must preach
Arthur O. Staples of the Lewis
been an appeal to my imagination. 1 beauty as not superfluous. I came
e s iournal, has been elected to the
have seen in my half-dreams long and home from Katahdin translated out
Ippalachian Club. Perhaps, in view dim processions of schoolmarms and of myself. 1 felt as did Thoreau. that
gents
tramping
mightily some of my material self had escaped
vt the eminence which Mr. Staples has literary
of my ribs
Hood's Sarsaparilla— A Good BloodAttained as a writer of out-of-door through the forest aisles and over the through the thin grating
Pamola
was
making
clouds
m her
Purifymg Tonic Medicine.
mbjects, It might be said that the Ap- rocks, botanizing, geologizing and
factory.
The
west
wind
blew
softly
is a medicine in which the
Aalachlan Club has been elected to reading Browning to the wonderin
can arid do have entire oonilm. Better atill It would be to s a y , tree8 Personally, though I walked in and sighingly over the table land. A ! '
deuce a> pure, clean and sale.
ta t the election ie mutual. I n a t a lk | the valley , feare(t no „ vi|. hut , thin haze of heat ascended from the
■'>11 ! lie claims made for 11 are
o them the other day. Mr. Staples wa8 nevor so 8ure on th(f mountains.. chasms as though subterraneans were
'died hv Ihe test imonv of the
building
fires
for
the
sun.
The
lakes
•id be had been inclined to be a little And someh o w -it is a little hard to
- a: i i \ :ng results attending its use
of
Maine
were
spread
out
like
silver
traid o f the Appalachians; he regard- folIow hlm here- Mr. staples gets
’. a multitude <d cases ot scrofula,
d them as fearless, daring highbrows, from the nlountal„ KOat
the
.. coins thrown on a green gaming (aide
■ mmi or -alt rheum, psoriasis,
Vast, Titanic, sombre spaces use
lw »ys standing on the brink of a ; goat
mv 0l(| B|ble;. he sava
■ ” «"! pm-Muing, c a t a r r h and rheurodptce. while he was an irresolute! a plcturc of thi8 kill(l ()f u ROal ' Thal less? ruder the sun or the storm.
: ‘ i - m. and ot less of appetite,
ruBllvlv, not to
_____
„ dyspeptic, and ________
....
.....................
lytarltlc.
say
goat ha(l no ................
her(l
s|0„
(| a|om. |() silent, alone -useless'.’ What is tin
'hat tired teelnig, and low or runAMtbly
on a lofty pinnacle over- answer? I tound the answer tor my •mwn conditions common in the
irw
voaw.^ low-brow.
--------------- The
----- Nomad knows ^Diat
------ picture,
------- ----FOR
AND
bow to sympathize with Mr. Staples. ! ,ooking what niust have been the east self as, burying my lead in my arms G-nng.
Ii i> not adulterated; it is not
Colds, Coughs
La Grippe
He also is afraid of the Appalachians, j b ra n c b o f th e P e n o b s t.o t
T h e w in d on the soft caribou moss, I felt my
'■ i-bramled. hut honestly labelled.
and all the more so since he once , blew through his beard: the ’ wind soul swim on new pinions to tin* feot
It originated in a physician's pre
N eglected Colds ere Dangerous
of
the
Great
Spirit.”
went on a walk with them. On th a t! blew trou g h his lambrequins
He
emption ami is recommended and
Ta
te
no
chances.
Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze.
The Nomad feels assured that
occasion he found himself altogether, gaszed on chasms an(1 as al),H,.u.s
n-ed by many physicians today, ft
Breaks
up a cold in 24 hours — Relieves
Katahdin
will
he
saved,
now
that
Mr.
too nomadi<? for that illustrious and , from the Scriptures. also on sari asms
has a record o f nearly ot) Years of
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
scientific company. They walked over j And behind him were the ultimate Staples has taken hold of the project, wonderful siu-ce-s.
Quinine in this form does not affect the head— Cascara is best Tonicn regularly laid-out route— walked ac peaks of the elder mountain more re- Sentiment is really not so much of a
Hood's Sarsaparilla “ makes food
Laxative— No Opiate in Hill’s.
(let it todav and be
cording to schedule, talked according mote. His loneliness and remoteness handicap after all: it depends on who ‘ a-le good.
gin taking it at once.
to schedule, rested according to
If you need a mild laxative or
schedule, lunched according to sched-,
atfiartic, take Hood's Pills.
ule, joked and it almost seemed t o ;
him, winked according to schedule, j
In the most unscheduled manner
possible, the Nomad slipped off t h e ,
edge o f a ledge of rocks, through the i
bushes below, faded away alone on
the landscape, and never has seen any
thing o f the Appalachian Club since.
The difficulty with him was neither i
sybaritic nor dyspeptic, but just plain
peripatetic. He could never walk in
a scientific and regulated manner.
That was always the trouble about1
his playing golf. Somewhere on the
course he was always bound to flyxthe
coop, and as likely as not to turn up
five or six mile* away, pounding dirt j
with his club into one outlet of a '
woodchuck’s hole in order to get a
conversation with the woodchuck at
the other outlet.
Mr. Arthur G. Staples is evidently
a more Appalachiable man, even
though he declares that he is not in
the least a mountain goat He has
personally Infested the valley beneath
Little Spencer Mountain, somewhere
in Maine, where the Appalachian

CONGRESSMAN hersey

for good roads

The Old Family Doctor

His Famous Prescription

THE NOMAD

\

THIS SPRING TAKE

Johnson’s
A n od yn e Liniment

Kill That Cold With
C.ASCARA D QUININE

A L L D R U G G IS T S SELL IT

“ H o w ’s the cake coming?” Everybody’s
interested. You want to know that it ’s
coming right and you test it time and
again. T h at‘s the way we make sure o f

Ho ulto n Savin g s -B a n k

11“

H bU LTO N , M A IN E 1

IKESETiS

MONEY

FOR

THE

jrrt:"?.

::

William Tell
Flour

FARMER

P o ta to G ra d e r
W ill S a v e T im e a n d
P otatoes

No

m a c h in e o n th e m a r 
ket

can

do

r a p id w o r k

such
and

do

it s o w e l l .

tJW e

have

with

som e

m o to r s .

tj C a ll a n d

le tju s s h o w fy o u .

We D\sl it at every stage ot' its making;

several times ail hour.

We malm absolutely certain of its uniform quality and purity.
Ilocalise xvt1 have thus made sure of the quality of the flour, you
can he sure of the quality of your baking.
You will find that William Tell will give a delicious flavor and a
uniform goodness to all your baking.
Don’t take any chancees on your flour.

Jam es S.
Peabody
—J

Bangor Street
Houlton, Me.

Tell your grocer, William Tell, and be sure.
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for that which "biteth like a serpent,”
1for they cannot mix the two ideas.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
C L A S S I F I__________________
ED ADS
and
when they reached the bridge on
CLASSIFIED ADS
If profit is the ideal of the business
The following cases have been dis
(Continued from page 1)
North street they were joined by Buy Alarm Clocks at Osgood's and
you cannot go in for service, first,
Osgood’s
Hand Made Wedding Rings
posed of;
other men, when suddenly he was • 8ave money._______ _
and vice versa.
are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless.
Thomas
M.
Hoyt
vs
Asa
H.
Tapley,
to the left and then swinging back
You will hear people say “ if we (Action on Potato Contract). Verdict seized, a sponge containing chloroform For Sale— Three pure bred Holstein Why pay big prices for Diamonds
an equal distance to the right, so
bulls, ready for light service. W.
could just get into the foreign mar- for plaintiff for $18,300. Powers & was placed over his face. This was
while Osgood is in business. See
the business of this country, if it has ,
,,
,, _
the last he remembered until several
^ erxa> Foxcroft Road.
him.
had so many year of prosperity and ! e*s
c®u se
e
ngs we 'van Guild for plaintiff. C. F. Small and A.
hours later when he regained eonsci- j W anted— A capable girl for general
peace, must swing back the other!*0 and ge* the money int0 our coun' S. Crawford for defendant.
ousness he found himself locked in a j housework, a good home with suit- Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
♦
i*if and
on/i fhnn
o vvnnlri
nnvp
nvnfi*
__ .
_
try
then w
we
would have
pros
be exchanged at the TIMES office
Herbert L. Brown vs Guy Maines
way into a period of depression, and
Iable. wases. Apply to Mrs. Geo. A. for any machine.
perity." But if you could see the (Action on Account). Verdict for plain dark basement.
,
,
■
,
..
1
Gorham,
Tel,
294-W.
vice versa. (He illustrated this by a
Sunday he was visited by a n oth er,___________ _
English newspapers and hear the tiff for $65.00. C. F. Small for plain
Farmers should keep their accounts
chart which hung back of him on
strange
man who put him through th e 1 ~
'• --English people talk you would find tiff. Powers & Guild for defendant.
from day to day and use the account
the stage, showing the periods of
“ third degree" in regard to Sheriff' ('Hrl° bpera Company. Mr. Chapman books sold at the TIMES office.
that they say the same thing, “ if
Mishou vs Albert Verdict for plain
prosperity and depression since the
tbut no baritone that he has
we coud only get our products into tiff for $207.85. A. S. Crawford for Grant's policy toward the bootleggers !
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
year 1903.) This year 1903, was tl\e
some foreign port, the U. S. perhaps, ; plaintiff. R. W. Chaw for defendant. This he refused to divulge and finally ever brought to Maine lias anything
Newspaper may be left at the
year that the Babson’s Statistical
on
this
gentleman.
A
void*
more
like
he
was
again
left
alone.
As
day
was
we could sell what we want and get ' Cote vs Albert. Verdict for plaintiff
TIMES Office, where the lowest price
Organisation was formed, altho they
the money into our country,” and for $221.01. Powers & Guild for plain breaking Monday he was again visit Titta Ruffo. of great power and beauty can be obtained.
had figures from the year 1890. He
ed, blindfolded, put into a sleigh, and a wonderful personality. Also
so all over the world the same con tiff. C. F. Small for defendant.
Typewriter Ribbons for ail Machines
•aid that just before he left his
given a 20 minute ride and set at Madeleine Sol; ol off, the celebrated
ditions are prevailing.
as well as Carbon Paper made bv
I
Hammond
vs
Caribou
Water,
Light
office he went into the service depart
liberty, after the admonition to tell violinist, who has few equals in the Webster—There’s none better. Call
___ and
_ _ took out the file of cards
We should make our business a & Power Company. Verdict for plainment
or send to TIMES Office.
Sheriff Grant “ that he would be the concert field if any
on the State of Maine, to see how , profession. He recalled a time when nff f0r $;)7 ;j2. j. e . Hail for plaintiff,
| This concert is given under the
Furnished rooms with all modern
many customers they had in this j
wa,y a b°y when he went with his I ^
Small and Powers <fe Guild for next‘
..
,, near the coal shed auspices
of our local Red Cross, and
Finding himseli
1
^
conveniences including hot water
state, and he found that in Aroostook i father to visit in an art gallery in the \defendant.
i of the B.
„ &
_ A.
. It.
„ „It. ,lie made his .......
i|for the benefit ot the ,same. . Tickets
heat, transients or regulars. Apply
\ia\
,
.
.
County they only had two customers, j countrywhere he lived. At
that time
tf
. .. , the Sheriff, !; will be on sa e at usual musical head- Tel. 341-4 or 39-12.
th e !; back to .town andi visited
one was Paul Powers and the other and in that place, the people all :
1n1
K
‘ tl
quarters, and in the hands of the A Valued Subscriber says “ Every time
w a . a man in Ft. Kent who he did n o t 1gathered together and brought what- j d,; orces
* T id ic d T c Z I 1
vt* I T « T T ' T " ™ ' whi<>h members of the Music Club. Secure
that I have used these columns for
kn0w
lever pictures they could, and called term ot the Supieme Judicial (o u it ,iis credited by the Sheriit.
held at Caribou, Maine. February 1,
To the unitiated in tile dark and your seats at once. Don’t forget the selling articles, they have been suc
cessful.” Try them.
When there le a good crop of pota-1lt an art f lle,r,y
" e . 1re” en; bf red 1921.
mysterious ways of Houiton's under date, March 15th; place, High School
toee in Aroo.took there were quanti-' 8ee" ‘ «
art gallery tor, th*
tm" ' Julia A. Belongie from Alexander world, the story sounds like a fairy Auditorium. Popular prices.
$300.00 a month easily made working
spare time in your home town or
ties of people who think they must i a very ' arf Picture about
6 by Belongie,
15
tale.
city.
Experience not necessary. Either
play the etock market, and 08 p e r 'feet wltb the price of 1160 00 marke<l
Ophelia Boice from John H. Boice.
However. Sheriff Grant has his
sex. Address, The Fraternities, Rich
COMMONW EALTH
CASUALTY
on It, while in another room of the
cent of them lose their money. He
Bessie Bowles from Albert J. Bowles entire force running down clues.
mond, Maine.
45p
COMPANY
gallery was another picture about 15
Edith Peterson Benson from Gustaf
brought out the point most emphati
P H IL A D E L P H IA , P E N N S Y L V A N IA
When
a
man
can
be
kidnapped
on
inches square that was valued at
Wanted— All persons having had fur
DEC. 31, 1920
cally that what Babson’s Statistical, ....................
,,
,
one
Houiton’s
streets at 1storks ASSETS
.... of
...............
....... busiest
..... .
and B
niture repaired at my shop to come
j $15,000.00. He could not understand Benson.
461,008.69
Organisation was trying to do was
and
get it as soon as possible, as I
why the price ot the small picture,
M i* 'w e t Corey Clark Iren, Edward , auob an hour in the evening, where
in Offlce^nd Bank.
104,557.00
need
the room. William Mcllroy, 10
put Wall Street and bucket-shops out was so much more than the large one j Clark;
, hundreds pass hourly, .seems alm ost, Agents' Balances.
2,503.99 Kellern Street.'
ot business, because they have no
Hattie
M.
Culberson
irom
lteed
.
incredible,
but
Sheriff
Grant
says
his
;
Bills
Receivable,
4.810.69
and he asked his father to explain it I
Culberson.
sympathy with the sort of things
5,961.17 Girls Wsnted for Clothes Pin Factory
deputy came highly recommended and ... r ..st and dents.
to him. His father told him that the |
,.
All other Assets,
9.000.00
Almira A. Dav from Clarence L. his
they stand for.
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
storv
is
believed
bv
him.
fellow who made the big picture!
work.
Inquire at office of Summit
But do we need to have these thought that the amount of canvas, j Day.
Gross Assets,
$701,489.08 Lumber Company, Houlton or write
Deduct items not admitted,
periods of Ups and Downs, the speak the amount of paint and the time p u t; Rose Anna Deschanips from Joseph
46,619.03 to above Company at Davidson.
tf
CHAPMAN CONCERT
er asked, and for every year of in it was the thing that gave it the deschanips
Admitted
Assets.
$654,870.05 Reward Offered for Information as to
Tuesday evening, March 15, 1921
Hazel S. Dorsey from Lewis W
prraperitjr to have one of depreaalon?: valuation bllt the man who made the
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1920
whereabouts of L. R. Lane and
Dorsey.
The date of the Chapman Concert Net Unpaid Losses.
W hy can we not go on the up-ward i mt]e plcture put hlg whole 80ul in it
$68,170.59 Chas. G. Lane late of Corinna, Houl
Mary A. Foster from George W which is the musical event of the Unearned Premiums
trend all the time and keep out of and was a real artist.
204,638.92 ton, and Pejepscott. Maine. Blaisdell
All other Liabilities,
Foster.
44.274.S6 Automobile Co., Dexter, Maine. Tel.
the valleys?
season
is
fast
approaching,
when
Mr.
(
’ash
Capital,
The fourth cause for prosperity is
300,000.00 119-4.
3«p
Elva M. Goodell from Don H.
The first thing to do is to get at
the “Willingness to co-operate.” Co Goodell.
Chapman will present three manifi- Surplus over all
tha real fundamental cause of busi
Liabilities.
37.785.68 For Sale— A fine 10 room house with
operation is the foundation of our
Diary R. Hanson from Archibald eent New York artists besides him
barn and garage on a large lot in a
ness prosperity. After studying suc
prosperity and success. When our Hanson.
Total Liabilities and
good residential section of Houlton.
self at the piano.
cessful individuals and
periods in
Surplus
prosperity falls, we immediately try
$654,870.05 buildings in good repair. Or will ex
Mildred Beryl Beckwith Hone from
human history, the cause divides it
Mr. Justin Lawrie, the Lewiston 38
change for a small home. For parti
to find out the trouble and we start Llewellyn Berrill Hone.
self into four great things, which i n ,
culars apply to TIMES office.
hoy, who made such a success at the
Notice of F ir s t M ee ting o f C re dito rs
Norval Lint from Beatrice Knapp
the Judgment of B a b in 's
are th e!*” ' blamln5. someoneJ f
the
trouble. He mentioned the trouble Lint.
last Festival, and who has mot with In th*- 1tistrict <'ourt of the E nited States Automobile For Sale— Buick 19 16
real causes of prosperity.
fur tb*1 Northern Division of the Dismodel, seven passenger, roomy,
his father had in bringing him up
great
success in New York and
Merrill
McKaig
from
Charlotte
M.
T he first cause is physical v ig or.;
trict of Maine.
powerful, original paint, fine condi
In Bankruptcy.
and getting him to co-operate in his McKaig.
Europe the past five years, will make rn the• matter of
tion, new battery, six tires (two new),
T his physical vigor is what puts the 1
1
1family affairs, He said his father
John Norris from Julia A. Belongie his first appearance in our town since louis E. Newton
snap and pep and winning qualities
In Bankru ptcy in perfect running order, upholster
brought him up
on the scripture. Norris.
i
ing the best, fourteen miles to the
Ba ikrupt
into doing the things that stand a t 1
he left Maine a young man in his
gallon, price $800. Call and inspect.
First he would try a little moral
To
the
<
r*-<iit<>rs
Muriel
I’omeroy from Perley A
of saifl Louis E.
E. |James H. Kidder, Houlton, Me.
th e very foundation of success. He |
teens, whom his friends predict will \|-U tl >n of Cai-ibou in th*, suasion, and then he would try a Pomeroy.
county of
recalled an incident years ago ,when 1
stick but if that all failed he would
Mary J Sands from Woodford G. he a second John .McCormack in his Aroostook and District aforesaid bankrupt j Wanted— Raccoon and Red Fox Skins.
lie went to a Fanner's
Convention
\"M< *- is hereby iriven that on the 21st
singing of ballads and arias, together
I am paying for large and medium
j get his bible and read the passage, qan(j s
day of Feb. A.
In Miehif&n and heard a man talk,
I'rjj the said Louis size Red Fox $8, for large Coon $7,
with
the
wonderful
new
find
of
Mr.
|“ The father of a fool hath no joy." ! " Andrew E. Skidgell from Josephine
K Newton wal duly it tl j u d j r a t- j for medium $5, and small $3. I want
▼bis man pointed out the fact that
Chapman's Mr. Fernando Guarneri, ed bankrupt and that the first meeting of { all kinds of Raw Furs and will pay
i But he realized that his son was Skidgell.
II f M the last bushels of grain
the Italian Bariton from the San <-reditors win be held at the office of Ed- ; market prices. Fur neckpieces and
i after the same pattern as him self1 Mary Taylor from Elijah Taylor.
m laed that counted. If you were able
u in i, Vail in Houlton. on the t2 th day t muffs of Coon and Fox made to order
' and was doing the same things he
Victor Theriault from
Mary
M
to raise twenty-five bushels of wheat
of March a d . 1!*21 at id o'clock jn the ' from your own skins $11.50 Tanning
I did when he was a boy, and after he Theriault.
Notice of F ir s t M ee tin g of Creditors
forenoon at which time the said creditors j of all kinds of skins. Ship me what
per acre you could make a little
j had been particularly bad he would
fit Mi*' District Court oT the t’ nited State." may attend, prove their claims, appoint a I you have.
N. C. Burbank, Wilton,
Joseph
H.
Ziter
from
Catherine
money. If you could raise thirty
28p
i look at his son and feel ashamed of Mansner Ziter.
for the Northern Division of Mi*1 Dis trustee examine the bankrupt and trans- I Maine.
you could make a little more, but i f !
act such other business as may properly i
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
himself.
come before said meeting.
you raise forty, the last ten bushels j
In th*1 matter of
|
C A R D OF T H A N K S
In conclusion I will say you might '
D a t e d at H o u l t o n . D e b . Jt sT. I f J l .
are a ll clear profit. It is the last j
REPORTED
HOLD
UP
Art 11Mr \. An<i*■i ■-n
I in n k rut U c y
We wish to thank our friends and
have
had
the
idea
that
I
had
come
nf*
EDWIN
L.
VAIL,
Bankrupt.’
bushels that count. Physical vigor
a lot of statistics
A wa>rd story told by one of Sheriff
Keferee in Bankruptcy. neighbors who so kindly assisted us
has more to do with getting better here t0 « ive
during our recent bereavement, also
1'
n
t
I
p
r*-dit*'i>
if iid A’ thur A
it
is
ivprofits than any other thing.
,
figures and set before you but I , Grant's liquor deputies * h
for the many beautiful flowers sent.
if t ' a r i b " i i ,
A mb i S' >i
rh county nt
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N FOR
D IS C H A R G E
When a man is in the period o f| have merely brought you four things ; P°rted. was kidnapped, c hoforoform* *! Ar.H.sto.'k .rkiid I list ru t
Mrs. Manderville Williams
-aid. b a n k In tin1 matter of
i
Mr. and Mrs. Bina Williams
depression he takes care of himself anrf they
things that you have 'robbed of a large sum of money and n i p t
l-.'rviri l ‘ *'amphell
In Bankruptcy
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Black
\ *.M • i- b e l c h , g p . . ii Mrar <>n t h e l a t h
Bankrupt
and denies himself many of the j Probably heard about many times be-prisoner for nearly
4s hours, was
To tne Hon t’larence Hale, Judge of the
*
I
a
.f
!■
'
ch
A.
I’
I' M I
riie
said
thing* that he can well do without *ore ^ never linked with your busi- mafJe public by Sheriff Grant Monday
N A T IO N A L S E C U R IT Y C O M P A N Y
District Dourt of the United States for
Arthur
A
d 11 I y
Aridt-r-i -n u a theMi ;friet of Maine.
N E W Y O R K , N. Y .
aqd thereby keeping fit. But when ne8S- and the>’ are prosperity and j anrf ,rstirred things up norm in our ad j ml i*-a t**d r . m i k r u p t , . nd ch a t t h e first
EBVI.V
I
“
<
'A
M
I’
BKI.L
O
p
<’astle
“ stauri old town."
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1920
Dili
in
t
)a
m
e
e
t
i
n
g
o
f
c
r
e
d
i
t
o
r
s
wil
! he held at the
unity of Aroostook and
h e has worked hard and long and depression.
But that these four;
$56,103.62
Tin* story as told by Allen Wan! of
f Main . in said District respect- Real Estate
finally has begun to taste prosperity,
Physical Vigor, Faith, the Washburn. Me. is that he came here of f i ce o f E d w m L. Vai l In Houlton, on fuliy represent-;
65,556.00
that on the 21st day of Mortgage Loans
flu- 121Ii da\ of .March A
D
1!*21,
at
Collateral Loans
None
to some degree then he begins to Desire tu» be of Service, and WiliingFebruary.
p*2",
last
past
he
was
dulyIrtVO
o'clock
in
the
forenoon
at
which
by appointment with the Sheriff to
Stocks and Bonds
17,403.606 12
Indulge in the things that serve to ne8S t0 t'o-operate are the four main
tine* the said creditors
tnav
attend, adjudged bankrupt under the Acts ot
1,434.247 08
relating to Bankruptcy; that Cash in Office and Bank
of* do special liquor ent'oreemeirt duty, nrove their claims, appoint a trustee, Congress
undermine him, and things that he things thtft are the* foundation
it*- has duly surrendered all his property Agents’ Balances
2,977,603 57
and tftut oil Saturday evening about examine the bankrupt and transact such and
rights
of
property,
and
has
fully
bad to deny himself before, he freely 1business pjijgperitv arrt success.
Bills Receivable
3.209 58
6.3d p. m. he was aceosted by a m an'other business as may properly come be- complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the * rders^of'“ cmirf 1Interest and Rents
193,873 82
Indulges in, and this, coupled w ith !
--------------on the Jtreet asking him if lie knew
sai<1
touching his bankruptcy.
All other Assets
1,126,612 53
l ba/lt
I cited
l-'.-b l'*rh. 1!*2).
Wherefore he prays, That he may he
the hard work of trying to keep up C A N D ID A T E F O R
where he could find something to
Gross Assets
23,263,812 32
decreed
by the Court to have a full disE D W I N L. V A I L .
in prospei ’ty begins to tell on him,
SECOND SELECTMAN drink. Together they went on a truest
Referee in Bankruptcy. wcharge from all debts provable against Deduct items not admitted 1,042,870 82
Admitted Assets
$22,217,941 50
ids estate under said bankruptcy Acts.
h e begins to show signs of overexcept sue)) debt
as are excepted by
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31. 1920
■work, and loses much of the physical
I hereby announce my candidacy for
taw from such discharge,
$2,828,121 54
filled Mii- P>th day of I iru.-iry A. D. Net Unpaid Losses
vigor that he must have in order to the office of Seoond Selectman at the j
Unearned Premiums
7,082,852 09
r.ci.
lieep ibimself fit. It is not the things Town meeting tw be held in Houlton !
All other Liabilities
1.697,986 66
FKVIX F. <\\ MI BELL
Cash Capital
5,000,000 00
that are worth while we do that saps next month.
Bankrupt
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
5,608,981 21
O
R
D
E
R
O
F
N
O
T
I
C
E
T
H
E
R
E
O
N
•OOF Physical vigor but it-is the things
Haring served the tow.i in Gits
DiMii'-t ..I Maine. Northern Division, ss Total Liabilities and
*>n this l:*th clay of February A.
P
that we indulge ourselves in and i position for a number of terms at
Surplus
$22,217,941 50
on reading th foregoing petition.
that we A o u ld keep away from th at! different times I teel as though tfie
37
it is —
tell on us. You hear much talk o f } experience gained at that Sine ami
Ord ered by the C o urt,
That a hearing
L
E
G
I
S
L
A
T
I
V
E
N
O
T
IC
E
be had upon the same on the 1st day of
the hard work entailed in the college m y knowledge of the duties: of that
Ordered, the House concurring, that
April A. P
U«21. before said Court
-course and how many students break office qualify me to do the w o * in thv
at
Bangor in said District, Northern the limit for the reception of petitions
___
and bills for private and special legisDivision at 10 unlock in the forenoon;
hown under the strain but on close interests o f the towir. and expend the
;md that notice thereof be"published"in j lation be extended one week so that
investigation you will find that it is |money raised by the- voters* in u
the Houlton Times a newspaper printed the same shall be limited to Thursday
in said District, Northern Division,
and ; p^hruarv
17
1921at f o u r o ’clock P
not the studies and duties in t h e ! jwdfcfoos manner
j
that all known creditors and other
per- * GDruary l i,
at lour
o ci ock r .
regular c r a n e that underm ine the ! ^
TOpport of th, . rot„ . s
sons, in interest, may appear at the
said M., and that such petitions and bills
time and place, and show cause, if any presented after that date be referred
Phrdra) »l*or. but it le the tom- {nchilwl tbe womf,n „ well
they have, why the prayer of said peti- to
next Legislature; that the sec
tinner should hot be granted.
l e c t o r the student, amuse them- me„ „ HouUo„
c, rnp8tlv
A n d it is F u r t h e r Ord ere d by the Court, retary of the Senate cause copies of
That
the
Clerk
shall s e n d
by
selves with. When our period of
mail to all known *'reditors copies of said this order to be published in all daily
prosperity is over and we go back;
w i l l &w t R XifRXA
petition and this order, addressed to and weekly papers of the State until
them at their places of residence as and including February 16. 1921.
into the time o f depression we gain j Hotrfum, Me.. Januarv xv. 192V AdVf
stated.
In Senate Chamber.
buck many o f the things we lo s t!
_____________________
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
February 7. 1921
Judge of the said Court, and the seal
when we were on the top wave. The
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
Read and passed.
s i o n o f s a x ) District on the lftth day of
first thing we try to do is to find out
NOTfCE OF FORCCLOSUtTE
Sent down for concurrence.
F e b r u a r y A. I >. BCI.
who is to blame for our going back _
Grover c. Dorsey. Ute oi
L. ERNEST THORNTON, Sec.
fL. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
In House of Representatives
iato the depression. Some Poopl*' £ < *
M aS?
!
Deputy Clerk.
February 8, 1921.
V true copy of petition and order thereon
will say it is the retailer, some say time, by his mortgage deed dated J
Read and passed in concurrence.
Attest; ISABEL SHEEHAN.
it Is the consumer, and so on, b u t1January' 27. 1920, and recorded ii the!
CLYDE R. CHAPMAN, Clerk.
Deputy Clerk
If the truth was known we cannot j
Registry of ffetnls in. Vol. I

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Prominent W estern
Man Praises Tanlac

blam e one person, we are all to
“ m ilT a
'
blame, more or less.
duly organized and existing under- th**!
T h e second cause of business pros-! laws of the United States and having (
n eiitv is Faith. Faith in ourselves
office and principal' place of liusi ,
i our Ym
aiTiPHP and
8aid
Fort inFiarfield.
and/
business
and our
our fellow
reiio 1ness
reaJ estate
8j(llate
Forrcertain
Ftj;.
workers. Confidence, in other words, field, to wit: FIRST PARCEL.-the
The third cause ot prosperity is the |premises conveyed to Miles F and
desire to be o f service. Service first, j Edward Dorsey by deed’ of Lytmui M
There Is as much fashion in business j
,!!r*2a.v(A
‘ “ ‘ v ” !’ " 7':;
as there is in ladies hats. A few j p ag (> 44; SECOND p a r c e l - tin
years ago it was “ efficiency.” This i premises conveyed to Miles F. Dors'word “ efficiency” you met every- Jan(1 Edward Dorsey by deed of Will
whom
In ever
ever store
store ana
and on
on ee-erv
,ai“ Dor»ey
dated
2,
where, in
ery j ana
recor(fG(|
saiflNovember IM, mVf,
bill board, printed ori cardB and j 79, Page 332. THIRD PARCEL__the
posted up in conspicuous places in |premises conveyed to Milo-s F Dorse.-.
and every where you looked ; aad Edward J. Dorswy by dfeed oil
stores
\Nar<
I Moses Ward and Sophia M. \V
But dated June 18, 1883, and recorded in
you saw this word “ efficiency,
how much more efficiency did we said Registry in Vol. 82, Page 95;
get on account of this? No more FOURTH PARCEL. — the premises
conveyed to Edward J. Dorsey by deed
than we had twenty years ago. Next of Asa H. Tapley dated April 18, 1M7,
thing that came into style was and recorded in saW Registry in Vol.
“‘ safety first.” W e saw and heard 298, Page 205; reference to each of
that everywhere just as we did said deeds and to the records thereof
being hereby expressly had for a
“•efficiency” a few years before, but more particular description of said
what good did it do? None at all. four parcels of real estate; and being
Fellows In this town hang up a the same premises conveyed to said
“ service first” card, but do they give Grover C. Dorsey by Dwight W Dor
sey, Newman E. Dorsey, Webb Dor
srvtce first? As a matter of fact sey, A. Maude Dorsey and Helen F.
there is little business done in the Perrier by their deed dated May 5,
U. S. or anywhere else from the 1919, and recorded in said Registry
standpoint of service first.
If we in Vol. 305, Page 9. And whereas the
condition of said mortgage is brokeu,
e v er comt to do business from a ser now therefore, by reason of the breach
vice first standpoint, it will have to of the condition thereof said Bank
be reorganised from top to bottom. claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
February 21, 1921.
M eet people are in business for the
Fort Fairfield National Bank
profits they can make and If they
By its attorneys,
a re they cannot give service first, 38
Trafton & Roberts

G. W. Logan, Peabody, Kansas
“Tallinn has completely restored j agree with me. At times ] would have
my health and 1 feel finer than in j jxxy spells and tit other times my
veura,"
was
the
straightforward I .
,,
.
statement made reremlv hv Mr. | >at k
ache so Im't that
could
George W. Logan, of Peabody. Kan-j hardly get up and down in my chair
sas. one of the most prominent This is just the condition I was in
stock-dealers in the Middle West.
when I started to take this medicine.
“lt has not only made a new man It took just six bottles to make a well
of me but I have actually gained man of me. I now have a line appetite
thirty-five pounds in weight and feel everything tastes good and my diges
as well as I ever did in my life. I am tion is perfect.
telling all of my friends about Tanlac
“ My wife was also trouble with
but they can see for themselves what indigestion at times and it relieved
it has done in my cas.
her the same way. You may publish
“When I began taking Tanlac 1 my statement wherever you like and
was in au awfully run-down condi if anyone doubts it, just tell them to
tion. I was away off in weight, felt see me.”
weak and nervous all of the time and
Tanlac is sold in Houlton at Munro’s
couldn’t take any interest in my work West End Drug Store; Bridgewater,
or anything else. My main trouble, Bridgewater Drug Co.; Oakfield, L. A.
was Indigestion. Nothing seemed to! Barker Co.

^
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Excess Profits Tax
|paper conditions are asking for a stood together during the dark days
been toasted Mr. Lauder sang “ God
In place of the surtax imposed upon |decrease of advertising rates, as they of the war.
, Save the King" and then “ My Country
individuals, the law imposes upon cor- j know that at present rates their adAmbassador John
W. Davis
of Thee."
The President of the
..................
iia was
ui ithe
nee.\’Tis ine
J
porations,
in addition to the norm al} vertising space is the lowest-priced guest of honor. After the King had United States also we
to
Canada.
A recent feature of Canadianas toasted.
Herein lies the real American in- tax, an excess profits tax. The comAmerican relations which has not vason of Canada. It is not causing j putation of the excess profits tax beBRITISH ROTARIANS
aroused much comment, but which ! any serious alarm, although nervous j gjns with the determination of the
TO GREET VISITORS
may have far reaching influence, is minded persons are making goblins of j corporation’s invested capital.
InBritish Rotarians are planning to
the readiness of American investors much less substantial shadows. The ! vested capital, as defined by the law,
welcome two thousand business men
country,
is
however,
being
strenuousj
is
the
am0unt
of
cash
and
tangible
to take a mortgage on Canada and the
from America who are coming to
complacence of Canadians in giving ly urged to cease borrowing abroad, j property paid into the corporation, toAn excellent opportunity to obtain : foundation.
What more need
be
Edinburgh
in June as delegates to
the mortgage, says a recent despatch where, but to supply its own capital, i gether with the paid-in or earned sura
Class A Superior stallion (Govern- |said? Since his importation to this
the
World’s
Rotary
Conference.
This
to the New York World from Toronto. i either in the United States or else j p]ag and undivided profits at the he
h nient Inspection, 1921) is afforded in J country, Baron Squire has been cred
was announced at the sixteenth
More than two-thirds of the bond ft task which savings bank deposits j ginning of the taxable year.
;
wuei lur saie or naron Squire ' ited with 10 first premiums, 8 chamThe value of intangible property niveisaiy of t e om on o ary , u ), ( jniy) (12522) (15145). Being of good i pionships and 3 grand championships
borrowings by Canadians last year indicate it is capable of doing. It is
were placed in the United States. The being even more strenuously urged to paid in for stock or shares, in an w hic h was cc e iratcc wit i a um u on constitution, wonderful conformation, ‘ over all draft breeds, at the following
remainder of the capital was supplied cease buying abroad, particularly amount as limited by section ;126 of at the Hote Ceci at,tern e( >y eig l ^excellent quality and exhibiting proud-' exhibitions and horse shows: Halifsor
the revenue act of 1918, may also be hundred members.
from the United States.
ly action, it is but appropriate that
by Canadians themselves.
Provincial Exhibition, St. John P ro
Arthur Chadwick, president ot the
horse has a wealth of valuable
included in invested capital. The
vincial Exhibition, Maritime Horse
Not the Whole Story
term
property"
means , club, said British Rotarians were ancestry in his make up.
ici m “ intangible r
vc ----^
Baron Show, Amherst, N. S., Houlton Fair,
The amounts are substantial. Total •INCOME TAX FACTS
patents, copyright, secret processes ; looking forward to this great gather- 1Squire is out of Queen Margaret of
bond issues for railway improve
Maine and the Provincial Exhibition,
YOU SHOULD KNOW and formula, good will, trade-marks, ing with the idea of having a heart to
Barcheskie 18695) (14716), by Baron’s Woostock, N. B.
ments, public service corporations,
trade
brands,
franchises,
and
other
heart
talk
with
Americans
that
would
The Bureau of Internal Revenue es
Pride (3067) (9122). Baron’s Pride
private industry and municipal and
Baron Squire is not only a service
timates that there will be filed on or like property. Borrowed capital can-j lay the foundation for better business and his sire, Sir Everard
(3066) able stallion and a prize winner; he is
provincial Governments were $318,.... , not be included in invested capital. |cooperation. Mr. Chadwick said he (5353) are stallions whose influence
before March 15, 1920, approximately
322,000, of which United States invest
covering! Adjustment must be made tor mad- j felt sure that this meeting would has been of paramount importance in a worker. He can be worked double
ors took $214,177,000. These figures,
the calendar year 1920.
|muw.ble assets, » h.ch are de me as
Clydesdale development. Baron Squi and is easily managed, possessing an
impressive though they are .fail to
re’s
dam is by Macgregor (4486) (1487 a(ltniral)le disposition,
Those inter
The revenue act 1918 provides th at! st,* * . , bond. .md o he, o b W
,^ J
■
? he two great peoples .
tell the whole story of the movement
who
was
sired
by
Darnley
(4491)|es^
e
are
advised
every
corporation,
joint-stock
com
-,
(other
than
<
»
b
h
g
a
of
“
from
i
one
of
the
speakers
was
Harry
to communicate
of American capital into Canada.
I
The situation that is being created pany, association, ana insurance com- i totes
e lvl(
, . computing ' Lauder, whose speech, although inter- (222), the corner stone of Clydesdale \with his owner,
pany not specifically exempt is liab le, which is not included in computing _____.........^ ..... ...........,
... ..
is entirely new and is a result to a
mingled with songs and stories of Roto
tax,
and
except
where
exempted
j
net
income,
large extent o f post-war conditions.
taryism and Anglo-American friend
Examination of Returns
n b
A s recently as 1910 the United States and the accounting period ends other
ship, was somewhat in the nature of
than
on
December
31
the
return
must
The Bureau of Internal Revenue a sermon.
took only one and one-half per cent,
o r R . T . P e a b o d y , H o u lt o n , M a in e
of Canada’s bond issues, and before be filled by March 15 with the collect carefully examines and audits returns
The
only
way
to
get
a
friend,
he
1914 fiever bought more than 20 per or of internal revenue for the district of corporations, and whenever neces said, was to be one. and the two na
cent. In those pre-war days Great in which the corporation’s principal sary makes a correction in the amount tions should proceed along this prin
Britain was the great source of Can place of business is located. From of tax due under the law, Severe pen ciple and remember that England and
adian capital. As the war progressed 1120 is used by every corporation alties may be imposed upon corpora America, who drank from the same
outside capital was shut off and for a (except personal service corporations) tions for deliquency in filing returns, cup of bitterness, must now stand
tim e Canada became almost self con domestic and foreign, subject to taxa frauds or negligence in the understate
tained. Now that borrowing has been tion for filling its income and profits ment of any taxes, and it is important 0ge ler or ettGr rimes, just as they
resumed it is to New York and not to tax return. Form 1065 is used by that the corporation in filing its return
London that pilgrimages are being personal service corporations. The follows closely the instructions print
return must be sworn to by the presi ed on the return form.
made.
Exchange rates have much to do dent, vice president, or other principal
■with this new development. When officer and by the treasurer or assist NEWSPAPER PUBLISHING
b u ilt f o r s e r v ic e s ^ )
the British pound is worth only $4 in ant treasurer.
COSTS STILL INCREASE
Canada, and an American dollar is
Exempt Corporations
Newspaper
publishing costs are at
worth $1.15, we get in round figures
Certain corporations, such as labor
the following results: $500 in New agricultural and horticultural organi-; the very highest point and aie still
York money will buy Canadian bonds zations, corporations organized and increasing, said T. R. Williams, of
with a face value of $575. But £100 operated exclusively for religious, Pittsburgh, president of the Ameri
ih London money will buy Canadian charitable, scientific, or educational can Newspaper Publishers’ Associa
bonds of a face value of little more purposes, business and civic leagues, tion, addressing a meeting of the
than $400. If by the time the bonds farmers’ and fruit growers’ mutual Pennsylvania Associated Dailies at
mature exchange returns to normal association, may, by establishing Harrisburg, Pa., recently.
the New York investor would gain thefc exemption, be relieved of the
Under such conditions, there is no
S
"B y using Wildroot regularly, I keep 5
S my scalp entirely free from the itching z
$75 and the London investor would duty of filing returns and paying the possibility of decreasing advertising
n -v
yy
*•»
a crust of dandruff, the cause of most a hair trouble. 1 owe my luxuriant hair a
lose a like amount on the $500 invest tax. No corporation is exempt from rates, Mr. Williams said, adding that
S —the envy of my friends—to this j=
ment. Therefore it is not surprising filing a return until its status has been advertising rates were too low before
S guaranteed dandruff remedy."
—
that the supply of British capital is determined by the collector and the the war. and in the last few years
5
W ildroot Liquid Shampoo or W ild root
— Shampoo Soap, used in connection with —
being cut off.
— W ildroot B air T onic, will hasten the a
have not increased in proportion to
corporation so informed.
— treatment.
a
increased
publishing
costs.
T
h
e
British Cspltsl Vanishing
The corporation must file its return
speaker gave figures tending to show
What is happening in fresh issues on the basis of its existing accounting
O U know when a rubber looks good and you know when
that publishers’ costs have increaed
E THE GUARANTEED HAIR TONIC =
in the bond market where pledges period, which is established as the
it fits well. W h at you want to know is, will it fall apart
5
For sale here under a
z
are of a public or semi-public char 12-month period ending cn December nearly 200 per cent in recent years
like
many a political argument, o f will it stand by you like
and
that
advertising
rates
advanced
z
money-back guarantee
E
acter is happening also in renewals 31 or upon the last day of some month
an old friend. Y ou can buy W hite Rock Rubbers on the
O. F. F R E N C H & SON
less
than
half
that
amount.
and in more private transactions. other than December. The corpora
basis that the name ■HOOD* is your guarantee for the*deThe Busy Drug Store
In no ease has there been a dr*
There has been in the last year or tion can not change its accounting
livery o f more than satisfactory service under all conditions*
two a tremendous withdrawal of period without permission of the Com- j crease in labor scab's made in the last
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
W hite Rock Rubbers “ wear” .
Public notice is hereby given that
missioner of Internal Revenue. The 60 days, but nearly all of them called
British capital from Canada.
Buy them by name.
Here is a case in point: A Scot Commissioner will not approve a 1for substantial increases, some as Sylvio Bouchard of Connor in the
County
of
Aroostook,
and
State
of
cAsk
a n y d ealer o r write us.
net in , much as 20 to 30 per cent, he said.
tish loan company holds a mortgage change of basis of computi.
Maine, by bis mortgage deed dated
H O O D RUBBER PR O D U C TS C O M PA N Y, IN C.
for $200,000 on a manufacturer’s come unless the notice is give at least I Mr. Williams contended that there January 22. 192U. and recorded in Yol.
warehouse In Montreal. It happens 30 days before the due date of the can be no hope* of reducing skilled SN. Page 55:: Northern District Aroos
MASSACHUSETTS
WATERTOWN
to fall due this month. Under ordi return on the existing bams, and at i labor required by newspapers for took Registry of Deeds, conveyed to
Sam Morin of said Connor the follow
nary circumstances it would have least 30 days prior to the due date years to come, and that while spot ing described real estate to wit; lot
been renewed with an adjustment, if of the return on the proposed basis.
newsprint prices are softening the numbered twenty-seven in the west
In general, the taxable net income i contract price of 6U> cents a pound half of said Connor containing twelve
necessary, of the rate of interest. But
and 92-loe acres more or less, accord
by demanding that the mortagage be of a corporation is its accounting net ! in the highest in 25 years.
ing to the plan and survey of Albert
Show any boy a pair o f
D o you remember
income,
but
a
corporation
can
not
de
paid off now the Scottish company
: “ It is certain," he said, "that con A. Burleigh. Excepting and res* rving
black Red Tread Boots
old black pure gum
obtains a premium of 10 to 12 per duct donations and gratuites, nor can tract newsprint prices will remain from this conveyance a piece of land
and you win his heart at
which were still
cent, in British money. And such a Federal income and profit taxes be permanently higher than before the containing one-fourth of an acre which
once. They are the boy’s
after years and ye
was
conveyed
by
Paul
Martin
to
most popular boot. Ex
demand is therefore naturally made. deducted.
|war. Advertisers who know newsk ee p in g? -H00fr>
Willie Ouellette. ’Flic premises above
tremely practical in con
If the Montreal manufacturer cannot
Boots are the onl
described are the same conveyed to
struction, durable and
raise the $200,000 locally, he goes to iiiiiiiiiiiiiiin’rmiiiiiiiiiiiMiimiiiiiMmTiiiiiiiiiM
boots which will a<
the said Sylvio Bouchard January 22.
economical. T h e strip o f
iriM
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiHiiiiiiTiiTi!:tiiiiiiiTr
sam e w ay. A n d
1920, by the said Sam Morin.
New York for It.
extra quality red rubber
clearly shows the
That tin* condition in said mortgage
across the ball o f the foot,
The same kind of thing is happen
o f the patented
is broken by reason whereof the said
where the most wear
ing all over the country. One of the
Sam Morin claims a foreclosure of
P ressu re P ro cess
comes,serves as a mark
An Old Family
DOn’t get a cold or cough that will
reasons given for the collapse or at
said mortgage.
Red Boots wear
o f identification.
Doctor’s Favorite "hang on all winter." Have handy
Dated at Caribou, Maim*. February
long and look
least postponement in Grant Morden’s
L o o k fo r th e
Prescription
2. 1921.
well.
name ■POOfr*
big steel and ship merger, was that
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
SAM MORIN.
BOYS RED TREAD BOOT
the British Investors in the enterprise
By his attorney,
and use liberally at the first symp
would have lost $5,000,000 in ex- j
toms. There’s nothing better. It pen 36
John B. Roberts
etrates and heals—its own peculiar
change by sending money to Canada
properties.
Th»* great all ’round
at the present time.
Household remedy. Sold everywhere*.
Another factor that is helping the iMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
n
g
movement along is the familiarity of
American Investors with Canadian
conditions and their obvious confi
dence in them.
The Daughters of the Empire are
FRIENDLY AND CO-OPERATIVE
waging an energetic warfare against
the showing of American picture films
The Houlton Trust Tom pany is an
in Canada and in favor of the import
institution whom customers come into
!fi
ing of the British product. They are
friendly contact and co-operation wit ii
touching only one of the most super
f 1In tying together of the Androscoggin
and
the
Kennebec
our customers.
ficial of the manifestations of Ameri
Kivers, recently accomplished by Central Maine Power Com
Consult us freely P" aiding your
can influence in Canada. If they want
pany. means more than a sbo.ooo a year saving in coal, it moans
to get at the real problem they will
business problems or linancial mat
tackle the infiltration of American
ters.
more than a doubling of the output of the I)<’ *r Rips station on
capital into Canadian industry as swn
t
in* Androscoggin.
in the purchasing of Canadian secur
ities outlined in the foregoing and in
This ion forward step means that a great interconnection
the establishing of branch factories of
of power for the use of Maine industries and for the prosperity
American industries.
Protectionist politicians for 40 years
Interest Paid n S a v in g s Account
of Maine people has been aeeom plislmd >
><'-' h
not
b -' mit-Tlo
outside e'anitai
in Canada have urged the necessity
but by the people of Maine.
of keeping out American imports.
“ Canadian industry for the Canadian
if you too wish to s h a i v in the development and tin1 earn
people,” “ Canada for Canadians,’’
ings of Maim* power why not send the coupon and learn about
“ Under Which Flag?’ have been some
variants of the battle cry to which the
Central .Maine Rower Company 7
Preferred stock?
The
argument lent itself. Sometimes pro
price is ,$107.7)0 a share, the yield ii' . ,
net.
tectionists were asked if they would
object if American factories, barred by
the tariff, would establish branches in
Canada. Their reply invariably was
no, they would welcome them, for
they would become Canadian and help
S a v in g s D e p t.
B o n d D e p t.
build up Canadian industry.
It is doubtful, however, if any one
foresaw the extent to which branch
factories would be established when
Canada’s development got well under
way. The Tariff commission, sitting
recently iu Montreal, found 70 branch
COP POX
factories where there were four in
T h e r e a r e v e r y re a l r e a s o n s w h y
Central Maine Power Company,
1900. In Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor
w e c a n g iv e y o u U n u s u a lly G o o d
Augusta, Maine.
and other Ontario cities they found
S e r v ic e . W e in v ite C o r r e s p o n d e n c e
literally hundreds of American con
Please send me more information about your security as
cerns attracted by the protection of
o r a C o n fe r e n c e
an
investment
for Maine people.
the Canadian tariff. Ireland has its
absentee landlords, but is Canada to
N a m e....................................................................................................
have its absentee profiteers?
Address
Am ericans already have a billion
H.
T
2-23-21
dollars invested In Canada, according
to «n estim ate made by the Bankers’
Trust Company of New York, and
judging from last year’s experience,
“ invisible adverse balance,” which un

CANADIANS GET MONEY
fortunately has to be added to the bal
IN NEW YORK NOW ance in trade returns already adverse

A Clydesdale Stallion for Sale

L. B. McElhinney, RNo

woodcock, . .

W H IT E R O C K
RUBBERS

|WilcLcootkeeps |
j ttigkurWthy |

How much Footwear

WILDROOT

Isn’t it the •wear in footwear
that interests y o u ?

Y

T he D anger Season is H ere

Central M aine P ow er Co.

HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR BANK ?

First N ational Bank
of Houlton, Maine

the amount it Increasing by leaps and
bounds. Interest and profits on this
Investment add substantially to the

* ****

G ov’t Depository
Founded 1882

Member Federal
Reserve System

A ugusta, M aine
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PACE SEVEN

will happen, because I believe the
made for ordinary and necessary busipeoples of Europe would revolt INCOME TAX FACTS
y /v tj CU/\f II n f NAUI i ness expenses. The revenue act speciagainst rulers who tried to coerce
I l/U M H /U LU AiiV/ tv flcaiiy prohibits the deduction of perthem into war They do not want a
Frequent
inquiries
are received by j sonal, family, or living expenses,
new war.
when he was growing fat or not I do
W ith three fifths of the primeval
collectors
of
internal
revenue from ( Such expenses include rent for a
not know, but I suspect that t.ie resounding cheer from his great
forests in this country gone, the Unit
“
The
other
danger
is
that
of
anarchy
storekeepers
and
other
business m en; home’ wage8 of servant8’ ™ a t of food
audience
in
Boston
when
he
character
chuckling habit has been his for a long
and that is as bad as war. The world
t
. .
and clothing for the family, education
ed States, like the nations of the old
ized
as
“a
damned
fool”
the
man
who
,
,
.
„
,
„
as
to
whether
the
taxpayer
in busi„n
* .
time, and that it antedated his obesity.
is now divided between two groups of
of children, and all items connected
world must turn to the growing and
It may have had something to do with could assert that hostility existed people, the builders and the destroy- ness for himself maY deduct from his with the maintenance, well-being,
harvesting of timber crops. Col. Wm
and
causing it. However, when he was en between America and England, and ers, and the destroyers are very gross earnings an amount of salary I - i --------- - ■
B. Greeley, chief of the United States
gaged in the gentle art of losing 100 forecast the possibility of war be active. They have their outposts in pa^ t0 himself. Wages or salary pleasure of the taxpayer and his
forest service told the Massachusetts
family.”
or more pounds he chuckled just the tween them. The lecturer took up many of the countries of Europe and diawn hy a taxpayer from his own
House of Representatives. He said
same. We might say on the other hand this part of his subject towards the elsewhere in the world, utilizing the business are more in the nature of a
lea than 5 per cent, of the virgin
thaf laughing made him grow thin close of an address, nearly two hours sense of bitterness, the poverty and charge out of profits than a charge
forests of New England remained.
or on the other it made him grow fat. long, on “ What America Means to the the disappointment. As to England, against profits. If deductible they
W e have reached the turning point
Free Baptist
Now, let’s get down to cases. Peo World," touching first on the sup- there are people who would like to would merely be added to his income
In forest resources, Col. Greeley con ple get fat because the amount of food posed rivalries between the two
Rev.
F.
Clark
Hartley, Pastor
see the British empire broken into and the effect would be to take money
tinued. “ Either must we quit using eaten, digested and absorbed is in ex countries.
Morning
service
at 10.30 A. M.
bits and England fall into the gulf, out of one pocket and put it in an
wood as our social and industrial de cess of the amount burned up in the
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
“ The question of a big navy in but if that happened Europe itself other. Therefore, claims for such
mands or we must find a way to grow day’s work, including work, keeping America,” he said, “ does not raise a
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
would go under, because England has deductions are not allowable.
wood on our millions of acres of idle warm and growing, in the case of chil hair on the head of a single English
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
been for centuries and still is the rock
Salaries paid to minor children em
land. The problem is a challenge to dren. The excess, composed in the man In England we have not laid
Special music by choir.
of Europe.
ployed in the conduct of a taxpayer’s
onr common sense and ability to adapt main of carbohydrates, is converted down the keel of a single war ship
Choir practice Monday nights.
“ England is not so strong and rich business are not allowable deductions.
old concessions of private and public into suitable material and stored in since the armistice, and you may have
Tuesday night church prayer and
as
she was, but I am convinced that If, however, a son or daughter has at ; raise Service.
interests to present day needs of na locations not much used. Most of it your big navy, though it’s going to
tained
majority,
or
is
allowed
free
use
her trouble will pass and that she will
tional efficiency.”
cost a lot of money. There is one
is stored as fat.
come out on the other side and carry of their earaings without restriction, a
Church of the Good Shepherd
The United States produces more
People differ in the rate at which question over which there is a little on. Generally there is a brighter side reasonable amount paid as compensa
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
than half of the lumber cut in the they burn up fuel. A man doing hard irritation between vour people and
of things. Light is coming out of this tion for their services may be claim ed.! Sunday Services
world and uses 95 per cent, of this muscular work burns up more fuel in mine, and that is the question of Ire
A farmer who employs a man to asblackness. Dawn is on the way. The
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
amount Col. Greeley pointed out. The a day. The man engaged in brain land. Be'ng an Englishman in my
plain man everywhere want one thing [ sist in the operation of his farm may i Also on the first Sunday in the
high standards of living and industrial work burns less. A fidgety worrier is blood and my soul, I cannot stand
i above all, and that is peace. He j deduct from gross income the amount j
month at 10.30
growth here he said demand far more a larger consumer of fuel. Such here and attack my government.
jI believes that it is possible by common paid for such services. Likewise, if J Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
' wood than where the lower standards people rarely fatten. People with too
“ But I will say that certain things !
sense so to build up a new structure he employs a woman whose entire
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
prevail in comparing the primitive much thyroid are on edge all the time have been done and are being done in
of society, a new relationship between time is occupied in taking care of the ! Sunday School at noon
stone houses still inhabited in France and they seldom fatten. Those with Ireland by men called ‘black and tans’
milk,
cream,
butter
and
churns,
or
if
j
one people and another, that those
with the dwellings occupied by work too little burn little fuel. And if they for which I as an Englishman do not
First Baptist
ambitions will be fulfilled. I believe her services are devoted entirely to
e rs here.
eat in any degree heartily they accu stand, which I consider a great blot on j
Court St.
with my heart and soul that the peo the preparation and serving of meals
“ What may our housing problem be mulate fat.
the honor of England, a black disgrace !
ples of the world are now better, furnished farm laborers and in caring
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastorcom e if wood, the most universal
The man who laughs a great deal to the chivalry I saw in the war. I do !
nobler, less selfish and have higher for their rooms, the compensation
structural material becomes perma indulges in considerable muscle work, think that the Irish question is not be- j
10.30
morning worship with sermon.
paid her is an allowable deduction.
ideals than ever.”
nently scarce and dear from a short for hearty laughter exercises the ing handled with wisdom, but with
12.00 Bible School with classes for
If, however, she is employed solely in
age of forest?” he asked. “ From the muscles of the face, the chest wall, futility, and that the men who are , “The world was sick and tired of caring for the farmer’s own household nen and women.
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
housing problem arises exorbitant the diaphram and the abdomen. handling it in Ireland belong to the ! the old men with their old ideas, no deduction can be made.
dreams
and
ambitions,
rents, overcrowding and lowered social Hearty laughter pounds the liver, type of men from whom nothing good j enmities,
7:00
Song Service followed by ser
In arriving at net income upon which
standards. These are not theoretical squeezing it against the underlying has ever come or will come.
|always looking back to the past. My the tax is assessed, deductions may be mon.
•Questions and their answer rests upon structures. It is an excellent method
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday
“ But there is another side to the pic-1 people knew that as long as the chair
reforestation.
evening at 7:30.
of giving liver massage. It is under ture. If some of our men have done ■reserved for the United States was
The country contains some 465,000,- stood that massaging the liver itself things of which many of us are |empty, the league of nations was abso- WOMAN SUFFERED IN SILENCE
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at
7:30.
000 acres of forest land. It is ample causes fuel to burn more completely ashamed, the Irish people have done I lately futile. We knew that we could
Made Believe She Was Well
All Seats free.
to grow all of the wood needed for our and not to stop as the incomplete and are doing things of which they not grapple with the world's problems
So today,
own use and export trade if the land product of fat.
A woman of New Auburn. Mo., write.c
ought to he ashamed—things which, in |while you were out.
First Congregational Church
can he kept at work growing trees.
In view of all this, what physio my conviction, do not accord with the whether civilization is to go on or to “There must be lots of women who fed
'Over 80,000,000 acres have been re logical basis is there for the axiom faith which is theirs, the faith of go back depends largely on you Amor- i as 1 did- 1 suffered in siI*‘nre many times
Rev. A, M. Thompson, pastor.
on account of my pride, but no .v I know
duced practically to idleness as far as “ laugh and grow fat” ? It is this: Christ. It is not good, nor is it Chris ican people.
that a good Iaxitive is essentia to good Morning Worship at 10.30.
the production of wood is concerned Placid, good natured, happy people tian, to shoot a man down like a dog;
“ America still has the greatest health. I pretended I was all right when Sunday School at 12 o ’clock with
:and this area is being increased by 10,- are generally not of the fidgety, worry it was not good or generous when a chance that ever came to a nation, I wasn’t. T had terrible pains, was
classes for men and women.
000,000 acres or more each year as de ing, anxious kind. The fidgety, worry section of the Irish people took ad and the eyes of the peoples turn to 'grouehy' and my headaches almost killed Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
m e with pain, and worst of all I had a
structive logging and forest fires go ing, anxious kind are too much on vantage of the time when England was her as arbitrator, judge and guide. sallow, unbecoming complexion which was Evenning service at 7 o ’clock.
on.
wrestling with death to do what they America, if she realizes her chance, Jnot helped by face powders. Why didn’t Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
edge to accumulate fat.
“A serious shortage of wood cannot
rather than pretend?
7.30.
did. The whole of this Irish thing has can decide the issue as to whether j 1 trv to rure
,Europe
,
, ,, live or die, ai.q alon
,
l)r. _ True's Elixir, I now
be overcome in a couple of years like
shall
g’ After
,....... taking ____
got
out
of
the
hands
of
reason.
It
is
The
Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
THRIFT GIVES POWER
, know that a laxative was what I needed.
a shortage of wheat or potatoes. The
ings weekly.
now a bloody vendetta It has got be with it the larger issue. If tile great jir True'S Elixir is mild and pleasant to
TO WILL OF MEN yond statesmanship. There should be will-power of the American people , take, and work: just right for me. My The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
vast public interests at stake cannot,
as I view the problem, be left to the
afternoons weekly.
If you do not practice thrift, do not some way out, because the Irish were behind the ideal and purpose of Icomplexion cleared up—bright and ruddy
turn of profit or loss for each individu allow yourself to be fooled by the be people are a lovable people. I, as an general disarmament, America could -blemishes vanished, and every »ne re- The Lacies’ Missionary Society meets
al land owner. Extend publicily own lief that when you become more pros Englishman, love them, and love all impose it and carry it out. If America marked how mulh better I looked. ' Mr.-.
the second Wednnesday of each
E. J. B. (New Auburn, Me.)
ed forests and encourage owners o f ; perous you will then begin to save , of them I know. There is in their only raised the ideal of such dis
month.
I>r. True's Elixir will help you to d o n ’t
timber lands to grow trees as much money.
j hearts a noble idealism for the things , armament am.1 of an economic union pretend any longer.
as we can and,the supply of wood will
Methodist Epvscopal
Those who practice thrift do so re ! which the English have fought for, of Europe, she could make it good,
still be hopeless inadequate when th e , gardless of all other circumstances. i for liberty, and there is in the Irish and it would 1o the corning of that
Corner School and Military Streets.
pinch comes.”
Their incomes may be modest and character a great store of emotion new world for which we have all been
Hev Thomas Whitesidet Pastor.
Lands which contain important i their savings
be correspondingly |which would rise quickly to generous looking.”
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
natural resources no longer can be j small, but in some way they manage action.”
At the close of the lecture Sir Philip
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
viewed as the property of their ow n-! to save a ,ittle out of their earnings.
“ I believe the English art* also a was repeatedly recalled to the front
ized and Graded Classes for all
ers with no obligation to the general
Experience has shown that as men generous and kindly people. It seems, of the platform for applause.
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
Preparatory Members Class.
well being but should be regarded in j advanced in their earning capacity therefore, that generous action can be
Aches, pains, nervousness, diffi- 6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
sense as public utilities, he assert?d. j they made a corresponding advance- met by generous action in this ques
There is no condition in life so cu!:y in urinating, often mean
under the auspices of the Epworth
“ By some means or other we must ment in their standards of living and tion of Ireland. The English people
League.
low but one may have hopes, nor se: oug disorders. The world’s
see flt-to it that forest lands not need their personal requirements As a are willing to give Ireland all that
p. m. Praise and Preaching service
none so high but may have fears.
standard remedy for kidney, liver, 7.00
ed for agricultural do not lie idle. matter of fact there are many men in Canada and Australia have. Beyond
with vested chorus choir
bladder and uric acid troubles— General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
T he principle which was set forth by |our large cities today earning big sal that, I do not think that England will
Tuesday evening.
-Col. Henry S. Graves and which in my j aries who are not saving as much go. But if we could get this needed
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
judgment must be incorporated in j money as they did when they were friendship between us. 1 am sure it
F IR S T CHURCH OF HOULTON
any adequate plan for nation wide j struggling at the bottom of the lad would lead to better things.
Unitarian
T e f - p h o n e — S tu d io , 2 9 2 - M
Res.,
3 4 5 -M
reforestration is this—requires th e ! der.
“ With the Irish question removed
Military Street at Kelleran
MISS MARRY BURPEE
forest owners within the limits o f 1 One of the great values of thrift is there is no cause of hostility, or irrita
Preaching Service regularly every
SOPRANO
•equity and money to grow trees but j ^ e power it gives to the will. The tion or of unfriendliness between anv
bring quick relief and often ward off
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
Teacher of Singing
deadly diseases. Known as the national Sept. 19, Oct. 3, 17 and 31st.
give him fair and reasonable public harder it is for one to save the great section of the American people and
re- ledy of Holland for more than 200
Studio 27 Mansur Block
help in doing it.
er is the mental and moral value re the English folk. And I know. or at
years.
All druggists, in fV,ree sites. Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
H
“ Let the government determine and sulting from these habits.
least I have faith, that the great
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
ijook
for
the
name Cold Medu. ;n *•-*> y box
days and Saturdays.
Forenoons and
and accept tio imitbticr
help each state. Let the government
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W
It always must be borne in mind majority of the people in your connevenings by appointment
offer financial aid to any state which that, while saving money does not try have enough friendly feeling for —
will put into effect and live up to constitute the sum total of thrift, it is FIngland to believe that if wi • two
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
these requirements Obviously the ex- a necessary fundamental. Money-sav- great English-speaking peoples were
B U Z Z E L L ’S
penditure of national funds must be j jng has Inany kindred values. No mat- to get together, the disease from
L
IC
E
N
S
E
D E fvl B ALM E R A ND
made a safe investment in timber pro ter how poor or how rich a man may which the world is now suffering,
F U N E R A L D IR E C T O R
duction. This calls for an effective he he cannot afford to get out of the might be the more quickly cured."
Phone 161-W— Day or Night
o f forest fire protection either by the habit of being a money saver It has
The lecturer began by picturing the
state itself or made compulsory upon certain disciplinarian values that are distress and privations he had wit
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
its forest owners. And the federal essential to every man’s progress am’ nessed during his recent
travels
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
requirements should also include as success.
through Europe, and by admitting that
9
rapidly as it may be asked, that the
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.
It has been the general experience he had nowhere found the new world ;
state shall control the cutting of exist of persons who saved systematically which was expected as a result of the !
ing timber to the extent necessary to that opportunities for advancement war. "The world,” he said, “ is now j
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
get a new crop of timber started.
come more rapidly than they had an confronted by two great dangers, and |
DENTIST
“ As rapidly as the fire hazard is ticipated. Sometimes the possession if either happens it will be the end of;
Fogg Block
tnrought under control other common of a small amount of ready money at white civilization in Europe. The j
sense measures necessary to put grow the right time has laid the foundation first danger is another war and if|
DR. W. B. ROBEN
ing forests upon the land should be of a successful business career. Many another were to break out it would
O S T E O P A T H IC P H Y S IC IA N
-required keeping within the limits of a man who has strengthened his be much more terrible than the war;
Suite 13 & 14 Mansur Block
fairness and practicability. Where character and improved his efficiency we have just had. I do not think it
Tel. 156
Houlton, Maine
rthe leaving off of the seed trees are through thrift has found himself
necessary and reasonable in relation swept forward to great success in his
t o the fire hazard as it exists, they chosen line of work.
should be made requirements of
Do not deceive yourself on this
federal control.”
matter of saving money. The very
fact that you save, in spite of many
obstacles which may be in your way.
LAUGHTER AS A TONIC
“ Does laughing a great deal each may be the very thing needed to round
out your character and mental re
•day make one fat?'
The phrase “ laugh and grow fat” is quirements for the accomplishment of
4Utiomatlc. In part due to the wide great things.
^ J
_
acceptance of this axiom, the world
------ B R O A D W A Y
P H A R M A C Y -----expects a fat man to laugh. Mr. Taft
Cleanliness is better than all the
w as our fattest President, at least In disinfectants known in schoice.
to F lk s C lu b P r e s c r i p t i o n D r u g g is t
M a in S tr e e t
recent years. He was also our merri- i GIBBS RAPS TALK
H E U. S. MUST
eat. He chuckled when the affairs {
AC DDITICU W A D
GROW TIMBER OR
of state bore heavily on him.
1
D r B K I lI M l W A K
Sir Philip Gibbs, the famous war
Whether
he
chuckled
in
the
years
QUIT GROWING WOOD
correspondent and author, drew a
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degrees. The following program was parade at the Hall Wednesday even ciety in a most flourishing condition.
given; Solo, Ada Ross; Recitation, ing, Feb. 23, under the auspices of The report of the Sewing club was
WHY BOYS LEAVE HOME
Halsted Jenkins; Recitation, Lena the Ladies Aid. All are invited.
Why
did you leave the farm, my lad
given by Miss Dorothy Lyons in a
Adams; Recitation, Myra Hutchinson;
Why
did
you bolt and leave your dad
most satisfactory manner showing
Organ Solo, Verna Adams; Recitation
HOULTON GRANGE
Helen Stockford; Recitation, Orpha
that good work is being accomplished. Why did you heat it off to town?
Houlton Grange will hold a regular
Hutchinson; Duet. Organ and Cornet,
Miss Gertrude McIntyre gave a report And turn your poor old father down?
Ada Stone and James Campbell.
meeting on Saturday, Feb. 26, at 11).30
Thinkers of platform, pulpit and press
The Carson school closed Friday, a. m. The auxiliary and degree team of the Junior Alliance work for the
Are wallowing in deep distress,
Wednesday the Southern
Aroostook
u , (lnSC lm.L Feb. 11th, with e\ reises in honor of will work the third and fourth degree past year, while Mrs. O. A. Hodgins
Subscribers should bear in and Penobscot Pomona Grange
met
They seek to know the hidden cause
gave
a
report
of
the
Organ
Fund
large
crowd
Lincoln
and
Washington.
The
noon
......
mind that all subscriptions are here and there was a large crowd , .....
at the forenoon session.
......
.......~.....
. .linvorl hv
present. A class of 4f» took the fifth ! hoar was much ‘.'“ k’yed bv the Pupils,
showing that to date $551} had been Why farmer boys desert their pa’s.
At the afternoon session the young paid in.
payable in advance and the pa degree. In the afternoon a program ! being served with an oyster stew.
.
,
,.
,
. . : The school room was tastily decorat
"Well, stranger, sine* you've been so
per will be discontinued at ex of music and readings and an able i ed wjth flags and valentine trimmings people from Carys Mills will furnish
It. was voted to purchase a twofrank,
the program.
address by State Master Thompson ; piration. Notice of such expira was listened to with interest.
horse power electric blower for the I'll roll aside the hazy plank.
An appropriate program for the oc
interest. T h e ! casion
Ladies
are
requested
to
bring
was carried out, after which
organ and Mr. Bernard Archibald was
tion will be sent out the First of next meeting of Pomona will lie with two little
I left my dad, his farm, his plow
girls (much to their sur- baskets for dinner.
Littleton Grange some time in March.
chosen to look after the securing of Because my calf became his cow
ise) were chosen as “ Queens,” and
each month .
any on
un Mon*uunThe Valentine Whist party
this much needed article. The wornlea
I left my dad, 'twas wrong, of course.
day evening given by the■Misses Opal tben dressed in handsome Valentine
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
of
the society wore invited to attend
in
Mrs.
Emcosbimes
They
wheeled
a
four-wheelPorter, Marguerite Melvin
Because
my colt became his horse,
LETTER B
Wednesday, the 23rd, is the day all tin1 meetings of the Garish.
wiTii^mu
..mu ed
minature
decorated
carriage,
Jd» clllll
ery Jewell, Mrs. Donald Williams
and :
i
left
my
dad to sow and reap,
Mrs. Will Currie of Houlton
was
a
tst ween, i several young men. wasi one of the : which contained the many valentines Wallace Reid will be at the Temple
The old Board of Trustees were re
caller
this town
one day
week. I best parties of the season,i, there being ( ot‘ the pupils own manufacture, and in “ Always Audacious.” His pictures
Because my lamb became his sheep.
Mrs. inJohn
Spellman
of last
Littleton
elected and the following were added
Much
— twenty-one tohioc
At tun
ten thirtv
thirty; were
- . enjoyed
,by- all , present.
...
, ....
tables fiiiofi
filled At
are always clean, wholesome pictures to the Board: Paul Bowers, Leon S. I dropped my hoe and struck the fork
credit
is
due
the
teacher
Miss
Lillian
spent Thursday with Mrs. George J
1delicious refreshments were served.
every body can enjoy.
1 Howe, Dr. P. M. Ward and Bernard Because my pig became his pork.
Merritt.
Bruce.
Mrs. Michael Donohue has been eon- Then dancing began with Mrs. ClifIn the Lewis Cody picture "Oc- Archibald. Miss Annie Bither was The garden truck that I made grow
flned to the house for several days by ford Sharp at the piano and Mr. Niles
Was his to sell, and mine to hoe.
casionaly Yours” you will find one of chosen treasurer of the society
OAKFIELD
a severe cold.
° f Houlton, violin, and continued
the
finest
casts
ever
assembled
in
a
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams were until a late hour
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Anthony were
It’s not tin* smoke in the atmosphere,
motion picture. The picture is finely
callers at the home of W. J. Webb of
shopping in Houlton Saturday.
Nor
the taste for fife that brought me
Ludow on Sunday.
i t in t n n r
Mr. Charles C. Grant, Engine In staged and is delightful from a techni
POTATOES
here.
Lew Stevens returned to Hoiflton
LU ULV ”
The local market, such as it is, is
last week after spending a few days
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Haley and ■spector for the International Harvest- cal and artistic standpoint, lmt the
Please tell the platform, pulpit, press
at his home In this town.
daughter Katherine visited relatives er ^°-* spent Sunday at home.
paying $1.00 for either Green Moun
No fear of toil nor love of dress
Mr. W. N. Carpenter and Mr. and in Houlton Sunday.
Mr. William H. Kelly. Mgr. of the ; story is weak.
tains or Cobblers with few offerings.
Is driving off the Farmer Lads
Mrs. T. J. Carpenter were dinner
There will be a social at the Moose Bangor Battery and service station, I Don’t miss the Realart special on
The Produce News says:
Friday—all
star
cast
in
“
Luck
of
the
guests of Mrs. Kate Watson of Houl- Brook school house Friday evening to |sPent tbe
week-end
with
N.
C.
Martin
It’s
just the method of their Dads.”
While it was almost impossible to
raise money for records for thf»
the i Mr. Don Crandall returned home Irish.” Do you long for a trip around
|Tuesday from the Madigan hospital
ton on Sunday.
victrola
where he has been several days for the world? Like a clean, wholesome conceive that the potato situation
Rev. H. H. Cosman will preach at
WOMAN'S CLUB
love story? Hunger for the excite could he much worse than last week,
EAST HODGDON
the New Llmerick church Sunday
oulluwJ ' treatment.
yet
the
bad
conditions
this
week
were
The
next
regular meeting of the
ment
of
adventure?
Admire
an
The Sunday School will meet with morning and at the Ludlow Baptist ! Mr. Clarence E. Jarvis has comMrs. Grin Taylor Sunday.
church at 2.30 p. m.
The Sunday menced
on bis : honest-to-goodness hero? Want thrills even more pronounced. Wagon boys j Houlton Woman s Club, Monday after*
-------- to
, build, a, new addition
.
store to be used for an ice cream and
„T ,
Mr. Everett London of Sherman 8ChooI will be at 1.30.
lunch room
romance and fun? Then see Luck have multiplied rapidly and are sell- j noon, Feb. 28th, promises to be one
Mille was visiting relatives here last
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thomas were
ing an ordinary quality of ungraded ; ° f unusual interest.
Mrs. Rosa Higgins returned to her ; of the Irish.”
week.
.
H given a
^wentv^ve1* ^ ' home in Waterville Saturday, after
Qur wkole program for the week State and Pensylvania potatoes to
The meeting is under the auspices
Mr. Clyde Barton was the week-end by one hundred and twenty-nve ot _ dinK a few davs Wjth relatives ,
, 00f.
guest o f j d e parents Mr. and Mrs. their friends. The guests began to i fPenaing a lew^uay^^^
, 0f Feb. 28th is worthy of your notice. consumers at about 2@ 2% c lb. The i of the Civics Committee, Mrs. Fanny
Houlton and Oakfield.
arrive at five o’clock and at six they in Mr.
(-miiff not hP i better nrntrr im dealers who use the better grade of ■Peabody chairman,
Fred ▲. Barton.
James P. Batchelder arrived There could
not be
better n.ogram ,
^
(() me(jt tfce ,atter competi. j Mrs. M. U T. White Ex-Presideut
Mias Grace M cCordic was the week|were seated at tables spread with ai ivir- Jain
end guest * " ------------*r"nA
1*
***-i -------- a„ nnar Mrs I home from Minneapolis, Minn, where arranged for any theatre.
tion, hence the market is in poor j of the Maine Federation is to be the
M cCordic
shape. On average best State or i speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. c . Grant j f Uj brass lamp ana a nana emoroi
ARTHUR GIBSON
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs._Le»lie |ed table runner. Several of the
Pensylvania potatoes in 150-lb. bags, J It behooves every member of the
DtektaMn’ SrUnion Corner. N. B. ]»st
made • tew fitting remark., j P|wed
the R M w
«hlMren, j The many Houlton friends of A,Friday.
and several of the young people told 1under instruction by Miss l ond, \vill thur Gibson of Woodstock, will re- it was difficult to exceed $2, although j club to be present as the subject
Mlaa Sadie Barton, who Is at the w i t t y
stories.
Another pleasant Jbe
*l Martin's Theatre. Wed- Rret t<) ,ean] <)f his death; at the some of the more desirable brought! under consideration will be of worth.
Greenwood Mountain, Me. Sanatorium feature of the evening was guessing ;
..£Jfg,ari.. a one act farce. stag. Fisher Memorial Hospital, on Tues $2.05@2.10. General sales were at j while importance.
was very pleased with her shower of j games.
The winners were Harry j m e ougiar, a une a a lai w ,
~ y ....... — ...... ...... ........
$1.75@2 on that grade.
Tea w111 be served.
Valentines which her friends sent her I Thomas a two quart jar of peanuts, j
b^ t*le Universalist Society, Mon- day evening last at the age of 36 years
Maine
potatoes
occasionally
reach
O. *L. rriinmrtarm
Thompson a hnv
box nf
of randv.
candy, i day
oaY night
nigni was well attended, and from pneumonia.
from this place.
■Mrs. n
Mar. Ward Hand a cupie doll and M rs.; liberal proceeds were realized. Music
Mr. Gibson was among the first to ed $2.75 in 165-lb. hags, but most sales
Robert Powell a home made doll, j wa« furnished by the Oakfield hand, go overseas from New Brunswick and were at $2.50(7z)2.60, and some lots
a very
very enjoyable!
------------.
.
... Everyone spent a
„ „
his war record was a brilliant one. 1that showed some leakers had to go
Edgar Lawrence has been very ill evening and joined in wishing Mr. and 1
Martin’s Theatre
for less. Even Long Island potatoes
with measles, but Is Improving.
Mrs. Thomas many years of happiness j Of extraordinary interest, not only Wounded several times, necessitating
Moner back without quMtio*
are
offered at $3 in the open market
if HUNT'S 8alve falls in tlw
Mrs. Geo. A. Hall Jr. of Houlton was ln their new house. The out of town to lovers of the motion picture, but tke amputation of one of his legs he
treatment
of ITCH, ECZEMA*
per 165-lb. bags and going slow at
• recent guest at A. M. Stackpole's. guest8 were. Mr and M„ . Bennett; likewise to all who appreciate
the
°
,7 ? ’ '
RINGWORM, TETTER or
Mrs. Harvey Lunt. who Is ill, has jjaley, Mr. and Mrs. Clarance Libby. |highest in art in its various manifestatiom
ramp with health that. Very few Southern second crop
oth«r itching skin disease
gone to the home of her parents in ]yjrs jj. B. Currie. Mr. and Mrs. E. C. jtions, is the announcement of
the shattered. After he had partially n potatoes are coming at present, and
Try a 75 cent box at our risk.
L.
A.
Barker
& Co., Oakfield. Maine
New Brunswick for a few months.
Donovan, Mr. Joseph Hussey, Mr. and Martin Theatre that it has secured gained his health, Mr. Gibson was
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton, who have been Mrs. Frank Jordan, Mr Edward A tchi-1David Wark Griffith's superb screen given a position in the Custom's-Do- the few lots arriving are not exceed
ing $ 2 2 .5 0 bbl. Bermuda potatoes
stopplng at the hotel, expect to go to 80n an(j MjSg A(Ja Atchison of Houl-1 creation, “ Broken Blossoms,” to be
, f
.,
Houlton this week to make their ton Mr and Mrs Fred Moores, Mr. ' shown Saturday night.
partment and for the past two years are held up to $10, but most of the
home.
^
and Mrs. Ward Hand, Mr. and Mrs. j Never has a motion picture been be bas been on duty on the (’ . I passing business ranges from $9@9.50
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bishop of Knox- R0bert Powell, Mr. and Mrs. William accorded a reception comparable to the trains between Debec and Houlton.
ford, N. B. were at Wm. Thistle’s last McCain and son George of New Lim- triumph that has followed every showMr Gibson made manv friends m hhl.
week. Mr. Thistle, who has been very erick<
ing
0f
this
production.
Newspapers
„
°
'
*
Houlton who
admired him ,tor his
have devoted column after column to
ill, Is Improving so he sits up a very
its beauties and wonders.
Every many fine qualities of mind and heart. T 0 THE VOTERS OF HOULTON
little.
L1NNEUS
He is survived by three brothers,
where its success has been instan
Rev. Mr. Taylor of Monticello
I have been approached by several
WEDNESDAY
The Watkins Store will call at your taneous and it is safe to say that in Dr. William B. and Howard of Houl
preached at the M. E. church last
representative business men asking WALLACE REID in
bringing “ Broken Blossoms” to our
Sunday. The regular pastor will door soon.
“ Always Audacious'1"
Mr. Everett Porter reurned last town, the management of the theatre ton, Wallace of Woodstock and John me to become a candidate for First
speak next Sunday. The
meets
Selectman at the Annual Town Meet
Everybody loves Wallace Reid. This
has to its credit the biggest ac of Benton.
W ednesday p. m. with Mrs. A. C. week from a trip to Boston.
Mr. Frank Steves left here the first complishment in artistic entertain
Funeral services were held from ing, and I have decided to become a Picture is wholesome and contains manjr
Cookson.
pleasing situations with a touch of melo
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Morgan of of the week for a visit in Nova Scotia. ment that we have yet enjoyed.
the home of Wallace Gibson in Wood candidate.
drama now and then.
News.
Mr. Willard Russell visited with
Mr. Griffith, it will he remembered, stock Thursday and interment made
Hartland, N. B. were recently visiting
AARON A. PUTNAM
here at Claude Thistle’s. Mr. and relatives in Houlton the last of the together with Mary Pickford, Charlie
Chaplin
and
Douglas
Fairbanks, in Benton. N. B.
M rs. Thistle expect to leave Tuesday week.
THURSDAY
The
Ladies
Aid
of
the
M.
E.
church
early
in
1919
organized
United
Art
fo r Calif, where they will make their
L
E
W
I
S
C
O
D
Y in
met with Mrs. Milton Bither last ist Corporation- popularly known as
new home.
ANNUAL MEETING
“ Occasionally Yours'*
Wednesday.
“ The Big Four”—for the making and
Miss Dorothy Ruth spent Monday marketing of their own productions.
One of tlie finest casts assembled in
UNITARIAN
PARISH
motion pictures is found in this produc
and Tuesday in Houlton with Mrs. It is through this organization that
There was a large attendance at the
tion and they render the star ample s u p 
Died in Amity, January 28th, Mr. Harry Sawyer.
“ Broken Blossoms" is being placed in
port. The picture is very finely staged
Unitarian church supper held at the
Mandeville Williams, aged 79 yrs. 2
Mrs. Firman Popham spent last the theatres of the country.
and is delightful from a technical and
artistic standpoint.
“ BRIDE 13."
Bur
week in Smyrna with her sister Mrs.
months and 6 days.
The story of “ Broken Blossoms" church vestry on Thursday evening.
ton Holmes Tra velo gue.
"Mr. Williams was born in Amity, A. G. Bryenton.
Mr. Griffith adapted from a tale by At. the close all members were invited
, 1842 and has lived in this
Miss Lala Hall of Presque Isle is Thomas Burke called “ The Chink and
Nov
LAX ATI VE
FRID AY
town all his life. About ten months spending a few days with her mother the Child” which is part of that au to the church parlors where the an
WAFERS
ago he was stricken with paralysis j^r8 Mary Hall
SPECIAL ----- ALL STAR ------ S P E C I A L
thor’s famous volume "Limehouse nual business meeting of the parish
ml? h» “ bt en belPloM «Tfr since.
Litt‘,e Elden Hatfield of Houlton is Nights.” Around this story, and we was held, the meeting being railed by
“ L U C K OF T H E I R I S H ’’
A Mild, Yet Poterf
‘ P p i e he was united in marriage visiting his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. spedk from the opinions of dramatic- Arthur O. Putnam, clerk.
Laxative, Acts Muo1
Ocean and river voyages. Gondola, ele
the fame as Expen
to Miss Mary Smith, who survives Dennis Hannan.
critics the country over. Mr. Griffith
phant, camel and rickshaw rides. F ig h ts
The reports of the meetings of the*
sive Mineral Waters. j| with the Black Hand, slugging matches
Messers Willie Adams and Marion haii
the most a„ , lri„ K_ v,,t
Should
be
on
hand
in
j
with dusky Arabs, husky Chinamen and
T o this union seven children were Qidden attended the basket ball game ful, beautiful, yet tragic love1 story meetings of the year were read and
Every home.
■' white
villians. Punch and Pep. Romance
born, five of whom are living, a son jn Mars Hill one night last week,
ever filmed It has become habit, al the treasurer's report by Aaron A.
and Adventure. Love and Intrigue. H u 
WATKINS
COLD
&
and daughter having died several
Mrs. Roy Niles and Miss Natalie most to look upon a Griffith produc- Putnam was given showing the somor
and Laughter—and a trip around
the world.
P a r a m o u n t M ag azine.
years ago. The children now living Myers of Houlton were week-end tion as something more than a motion
GRIP TABLETS
are Mrs. Charles Skofleld of Centralia guests of Mr. L. J. Bubar and family. picture, yet even the most ardent a d -;'— •—*■—__
have hern found io '<■
SATURDAY
W ash., Mr. Harvey Williams of New
Mr. Parker Russell returned home mirers of the art of this master of the
n valuable means ot v>GEO. W A L S H in “ The P lunger”
Y ork, Mr. Dell Williams of Houlton, iagt week from the hospital in Houl- films
....... ............
did not dream of the wonders
ventinu coiub andcoujn.-.
Mrs. Orris Black and Mr. Bina Will- ton, where he had been for treatment, (that he would revcii in*-nrouo',/*iVmV
He was a plunger because he had risen
tarn* o f Amity. The deceased was a
Mrs. WilI Hlgglns of Houlton a n d ! soms "
Ask the Watkins Retailer
from office boy to millionaire broker over
kind husband and father, a
Mrs. Fred Kimball were called here!
__________
The patent on Aspirin having
night and he was ever ready to take a
Leo T. Spain, Houlton, Maine
neighbor and an honest and upright iaBt week by the severe illness of
chance. It is a society play well-staged.
HODGDON
expired in 1917, the United States
d tisen .
their brother Edward Tozier.
MUTT and J E F F and Two Reel Comedy
Watch for the Watkins Man.
The funeral services were held
Mr. and Mrs. James Stewart enterPatent Office cancelled the alleg
“ ROYAL SLYNESS"
Lloyd
Perrigo
is
still
receiving
eye
from his late home. A minister from tained a number of their friends on
ed trade mark “ Aspirin” and the
Hodgdon spoke appropriate words. Saturday night at their home on the treatment at Houlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Alston Royal are
Spveral selections were sung by the Bangor Road. A pleasant evening was
name is now public property.
ch oir in Amity.
spent with music and games with spending the winter in Houlton.
“ Aspirin U D. Co.” is guaranteed
Mrs. Harland Sherman is visiting
The targe number present, as well home made candies and apples, after
as the florsl offerings testified the which ice cream and cake was served her parents at Woodstock. N. B.
pure and genuine by the United
Rev. Frank Sabean of Westfield was
respect and esteem o f relatives and by the hostess.
Drug Company, and sold in all
Many friends of Mr. Edward Tozier the guests of friei-ds here recently.
frlenda.
Mrs. John B. Smith was calling on
were grieved to hear of his sudden
Rexall Drug Stores.
illness last Thursday. Mr. Tozier with relatives at Houlton last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milo Niles of New
his son-in-law Herbert Hilman were
Per 100. 5-gr. tablets, M)c.
Mrs. Fred Mooers visited Mrs. getting ice at Russell’s Lake, when Jersey are guests of Mr. and Airs.
Albert Hatfield on Wednesday.
Mr. Tozier suffered a shock. He was Elmer Scott.
OAKFIELD DRUG COMPANY
Mrs. Albert Hatfield entertained a taken home and has remained un
There will be a Washington's birth
few of the young people at her home conscious and is very poorly at this day social including a peddlar's
Oakfield, Maine
on Wednesday evening.
writing.
Miss Ellen
McIntosh, a
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Reed of trained nurse of Houlton, is caring
Houlton were calling at the home of for him.
C. W. Hatfield on Sunday.
ill!ll!lllllllllllll|l||l!'|ii|,|,!,!!l|l!|l!l,!l!!!!!!i.i!l!'|
A. D. Faulkner has moved his family
LITTLETON
to the Warren McGuire farm where
he will reside this summer.
Nelson Morrison of Fl. Fairfield is
Mrs. Fred Taggett and two children the guest of his nephew Bred Ewings.
The right start counts for a lot with chickens.
of Millinockett are visiting Mrs. TagOn Thursday Rev. H. I). Warden
Often
it spells the difference between profitable
get’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John had the misfortune to fall breaking a
success and expensive failure. Professor Horry
Donahue, for a few weeks.
rib.
Real Econom y Says
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hand. Mr. and
Miss Helen Scovil of Woodstock. N.
R.
Lewis, head of the New Jersey Foultrj. Ex
Mrs Fred Mooers atul Mr. and Mrs. B. is a guest at the home of J A.
periment Station, will tell you how to get the
William McCain were in Ludlow Fri Shaw.
day evening to attend the house
Mrs. Arthur Elliott and two children
right start in coming issues of
warming at the home of Clyde are spending a few days with rela
Thomas.
tives in Benton, N. B.
Miss Florence Ingraham entertain
T. A. Schools was called home from
ed the members of Mrs. Hoar's Sun Caribou by the death of his sister,
day School class on Saturday evening. Mrs. Martin of Houlton.
Suppose that, the use of a
in the hope of getting hnverThe children are very enthusiastic
W. S. Briggs’ driving horse had his
certain new implement next
priced seed.
over their good time and the delicious leg broken Saturday night by being
season would save you $ldd.
refreshments of cake, coffee and kicked by another horse.
Good implements are the
peanuts.
Florence Sheain entertained 14 of
How much will you lose by
The Argonauts were pleasantly en her friends on Wednesday and all re
best friends that a farmer
tertained by Miss Eva Brown on port a very pleasant, time.
not. buying that, implement
can have. They are profit
Saturday evening. They plan to have
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. John Carthis spring?
In a remarkable series of fifteen penetrating
rtt a k e r s — not profit-takers.
a snowshoe party to the home of Ora son extend congratulations on the
Year
in
and
year
out.
good
articles
he will characterize, one by one, the
Mooers next Saturday evening follow birth of a 9 lb. boy on Feb. 16th.
You will lose One Hundred
implements enable you to
ed by an oyster stew. This is a class
Mr. and Mrs. George Hobbs enter
major poultry breeds and will point the way
Dollars.
o f wide awake young people and a tained a number of friends on Friday
make the best of conditions
to bigger profits with each.
good time Is always in order at their evening. The evening was spent en- !
How much will the imple as they come.
meetings.
joying music and games. A delicious
ment really cost you if you
Successful poultrymen say that
ston R. Hannas. And that is
oyster stew was served at the close
We have a stock of good
T he Co u n t r y G e n t l e m a n
only one department of an all
wait until next year to buy
of the evening.
MONTICELLO
implements here for your in
is more helpful to them than
round farm service that offers
A large number of Littleton Grange
it?
Mrs. W. A. Buck went to Sherman
spection. If you need any of
concrete help with every prob
the exclusive poultry journals.
members
attended
the
Pomona
meet|
Saturday to visit relatives.
lem of your farm business. A
In a single year it prints the
them for use this year, you
It will really cost you the
Rev. Mr. Snow of Mars Hill held ing at Monticello on Wednesday. A
equivalent of more than 650
whole year of this service — 52
will
lose
good,
hard
money
meeting here over Sunday in t he great many were surprised to hear
market price then plus the
book pages on poultry alone—
great issues—costs but $1. If
the State Master W. J. Thompson
Methodist church.
by waiting until next year to
top-notch material, all of it, by
you send me your check or a dol
one hundred dollars lost by
depreciate
Federal
Aid
for
roads
and
i
Miss Sarah Melvin is ill with
buy. In many cases you will
such authorities as Victor G.
lar bill today, I’ll see that your
not having the implement in
typhoid fever. Her sister, a trained schools, also to speak in favor of j
Aubry, James Dryden and Ral
subscription starts next week.
lose
more
than
one
hundred
abating
taxes
on
railroads.
use in the coming season.
nurse from W orcester, Mass., is car
Eighty members and visitors were j
dollars.
ing for her.
Waiting to buy such an
Y ou n e e d it in y o u r b u sin ess
There was a large attendance at the present at the Grange meeting on )
Can you afford to wait?
implement would be just as
W ashington birthday entertainment Saturday evening. Four candidates
given by the school children in the were instructed in the 3rd and 4th
poor economy as waiting until
Figure it out for yourself
A . C. T O Z I E R
hall Friday evening. The numbers
next year to put out a crop,
—and
then
come
and
see
us.
H O U LTO N , M A IN E
were all good and a sum of over $40
60 Pierce Ave.
was received.
Phone 527-1
At a meeting o f the school com 
m ittee o f the towns of M onticello,
Aa authorised subscription representative of
Bridgewater. Blaine and Mars Hill on |M<m«rb»ck without ountio^T
The Cautry Geatlsaiaa The Ladies’ HomeJoaraal The Saturday Eveaiaf
Saturday to elect a superintendent o f 1 if HUNT* Salvo fells in th«
12 Smes—S2.ee
52 issass-ll.M
52 issass—t2.5e
B r id g e w a t e r , M a in e
schools caused by the resignation of
Mr. Higgins. Mr. John R. W eed o f ZIhS m S *
J
this town was chosen to .serve the
m m bos at our risk,
rem ainder o f tbo year.
L. a . Barker & co „ oakfleid, Maine
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